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fYI?, fl 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 141 
The weekly oil bulletin, publish0d by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in'the Member States and 
for th(· Com:111.Jnity as a whole. The Cc;;:::r!ission considers that the bulletin 
cuntri~utcs to improved tran~8~rrncy as regards Coramunity oil markets. 
The figur~s given in each b11I tetin follow-the developm~nt over time of 
certain prices. They µermit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member StJtes but such a com~~rison m:y not be representative of 
inte-rnational price relations:lips over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident tl;~t such a comparison l5 Limited even if fluctuations in exchang~ 
rates Jre ignored; althoiigh v~lid for identical products sold to the s~me 
catcgo1· i,::s of consurner no accc,..;nt is taken of market structur,.:s, (the 
prori~1c.', c.:teg,:;,ries reprirted ,Jre n'.'.>t in every case rcpr:;sentat ive of the bullc 
of sal2s fer eJ:h product in e~ch cou~try), quality specification~ and 
rr,ethod::; of distr·ib11tion which .:ire Ul"i1ue to each Memb:~r State. In t!tis 
context tl1e e~~cnt ic;'l.ly ir1dicc:t ive nature of some etcni,~nts of t.1!:ile 2 is 
l'!Ti;,:,J'., _·d. 
A detailed methodology will be app~nd~d to the bulletin published at the 
beg inn i :19 of ec:tch quarter. 
The Commission Oil Gulletin is fr~ely available on d:mand (telepk;ne ?:::..··1,.~-C.) 
J Week I)' summary I Evolution (in X) of Com~unity indications for 
1°) W~ighted Jverage pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
2°) Weighted ~~erage CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compa~~d with 15.1~.78 
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13.334 12.068 8.553 
2.650 2.445 1.635 
664 630 460 
17 .318 17.318 10.905 
1.843,70 1.762,10 1. 120 
23?,62 206,01 '\ 148,29 
.366.220 348 •. 774 224.562 
12 .390 11.750 7.776 
746,71 615,10 j 500,09 177,50 114,~ 109,60 
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Prix •u 5.4.1982. ~;Cf~ 
:'r i, ~-> a; <IL I T.!'•!:'~~ 
Essence normi!le ~asoi l ~.oteur Ga~cit chauff.:9~ fi,d ~~<·!> ': j•J,S t 
~eg~l~r 9~~oline Auto~c:ivc s.:isoil Heat in~ gJ~oi l Rcsic!,asl f1.1d 
10;)0 l. 1c::.J l. 10CO l. .Tc,nn,\ 
(2) (2) (3)_ (4) 
214,41 293,60 ·] 265,72 188,32 
318,01 322,34 297,40 
198,88 
230,38 275,63 261 ,51 
190,95 
420,28 273,37 273,37 
172, 13 
300,35 294,61 281,57' 
178,97 
350,32 334, 17 295,94 
213,02 
251,76 276,96 263,77 
169,83 
. 273,25 272,81 258,72 
171,22 
274,40 280, 11 256,97 
187,58 
253,63 314,60 327,54 
194,25 
256,05 287,17 275,89 
182,80 
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~r~, ~ ~~ pc~pe. tuM~ price 
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.... "' .. <a:- cf ... ;:\._.~:ing th'-" pricec. ot t!H: produc~s co,,cci·ntd by the ~uan.ti:ics c1Jr.;u;,1~d during !he p1;ricc! 19b0. 
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Brussels, 29th April 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 142 
The weekly oil bullet;n, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
ava~lable date relating to price development in 1the Meiber States and 
for the Communi•y as a whole. The Comniission considers that the bulletin 
contributc5 to improved tran~parcnc.r as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures giv~n in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison m~y not be repres~ntative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. fir.1reover, it is 
evir.!cnt that such a corrpari::on is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although val~d for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consuMer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe 
product categories reported Dre not in every case representative of the b~lk 
of sales for earh produc~ i~ 0ach country), quality spccific~tions and 
r.:·:thods of distribution which are unique to each f·ie'r.,::·""r State. In this 
~cont~xt·the essrnti~lly indicative nature of some elt~ents of table 2 is 
emphasised. .. 
A detailed meth(dology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of eJch quarter. 
The Cor,mission Oil Bulletin is freely availabCe on demar,d Cte-Lephc..r.e 7.!5.!4.~,'.1.) 
I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
1°) Wcight~d average pre-tax prices 
for princ~pal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.1l.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil suµplies (Table 3) 
compare~ with 15.1?.78 
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Prices u at : 19.4.1982. 
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; ;:.-::..Zt,J 
Essen:e r.o:-r.,:,te .ccioil ~otcur .. I G~so il ch3uffcg: 
R~gulDr ~usoline A~tcr.otive gasoil He.itlrig gasoll 
1000 l. 10CO l. 10UO l. . 
. (2) .(2) (3) 
13.480 13.334 I 12.068 2.4,0 2.650 2.445 
651 i 635 539 I 
26.625 17.318 I 17.318 
f.879,60 1.843,70 I 1.762,10 
254,02 238,52 
i 209,10 ! 
332.890 !66.220 
! ?48.634 
12.410 12.390 I' 11.750 790,U 767,12 704,10 
• 
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~~!~~o ~inr,d~o:~_:<r::L; __ _:1:s6:•:4:o:_ ___ -1 ______ ::_ ____ ..!. __________ .....;c--____ _;, ____ ..:._~----:-----:--:--
·~~~;~ 'ltc~ :CC\'l!f'! p!'"nti~~c~;; e": a~r.si rc;:,r;~entatifs,'sd..on lcs :ieill~ures est~:.:~-:icn~ c~: •:~ptr':s des Et~ts ~:~~t:rcs, C~ ~::r: r ~ 
150,70 177,50 ! 184,5~ 
108,00 
;:etro .. ~"'r Cc c .. ,.Hr.;~ f.~at e:!r.~!"e 
1~~.: ... "'~ -:,· ~! ~!" ~·, .!,."': ~Y -:"'::.;,~ 2nd :h..:3 r'cp:-c::nt~:ive, ot the o1l m.l:-~~t. ;n each :':c::;~er Sti'tc, accortHng to tt,e best 
·c·~-: ·i~~:cs o~ -.:"'IC r?.:t ional er.perts. 
<Z) Fr ix a la ~=~pr 
Pur., pri,;~ . 
Pr i x r,r~r livraiso" ~c 2. 00C a 5.cc, Litres 
fri~C5 fo~ rl~ l. ~vcri es ~f 2,CCO to 5,C~O Litres 
rrl x pour l ivr.:i 5ortS inf cricures ii 2CCO tonnes par mois ou inU~icures ! 24.000 tonnes p.1r en. ·Pr;,. f r.::nco conso.-::,ott'ur.!:. 
r:- i :; 'w: for of 6 !:1kcs of i. l! SS th~n 2,0CO tons per r:aont!, or ~cts t'i~n 24,COO ~;,~s ::c:- yea:--. D:=l i vered Cv~!-t.."'lcr ?r"i:~!.. 
"•ximu• prices/prix aaxiaaux 
• •• , , · , :., ~.'"' : .. .. ... JI.~· .. u ~ ct t0n::. ... ·11.::1 ,h. i 1..n en t.!( .t\ :1r s. , oar"i ~~'..s 
" ·"'!~'"' -! ~ pr~ c~ t ~vc- t ; i :, cu r·,c ~, t c':·t~ ,.r ->• Tax o:10G·..: ~1<:·_;·--l·x;·l 1., t.,·:J (1)- -
Prix au 
?ric,; as at 19.4.1982. 
2 
Fu~l Rt's;di;~t I Essc,:,cc super Essence normale Gasoil no·teur .Ga~oH c~~uffoge 
, f'remiuro 011~ol int Reguldr gaso l ine i Auto:,ot i ve gasoil Heati ng gdsoH Resic!l.al r .. .:1 
Ton~!" I 10cc l. 1000 l. I ,coo l.· 1000 l. -------;--.;.;(2'-"> ____ ,_ ...... __ .:_:<2:..::> ____ +·- _ _:(~2.t._> _____ l_. __ -!:.!<3) _____ _, ____ .:. 
, l r, >.Jue • I 313,00 295,46 I 292,26 . I 264,51 <•) 187,47 
a-~~ rk 311,24 303,32 j 322,81 j 297 ,84 
, 1.uchlar.d 1 248,75 223,09 I 269,45 , 262,83 
" ·! 449,73 418,50 212,21 I 212,21 
rar.:e 314,36 299,25 293,53 
1 
280, 54 
r: lar·d 370,79 364, 18 341,96 299,78 
tll ia 282,S7 250,67 I 275,76 262,52 




:i;·a:"r.(' h ·;cra2~ (5) 
c:-:3,:,ion~ -~·:.::ine% i 
, , caga v~r iat ion: l 
~.4.82 /1~_ )2.78 
·: iat io,, n:-ycnne su 
·•·• :', O'"C<;.J its 
.· -~:~ v~r· .. : ion ~or, 
- ) ;:;,r· .·. Jucts 
286,10 212,01 l 211,51 . I 2s1 ,54 
312,81 295, 10 ! 286,23 ° 262,72 
275,30 265,27 312,44 j . 324,76 
287,85 254~17 285,60 275,81 
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. ~·~ lf$ Pl 1.:s sc :.: v.! n t pr c:? ti<;uCs et , ainsi representatlt~ st.ton les rr.eilleures . es.tirnJtions d~s experts des Etats t'.i:r.'lbrcs, du t':s~ct-~ 
•i trclier de rhac;·J~ Etat rr:e~bre 
· c, ct· ~ ~,.ot '.r"1c,'l tly cltarg_.d and thus rep~esent3tive of the oil l!larket in each ~.e::;ber State,according to the best estfoatl'S of 
h i..• ~ ~ ... ti_,..., :, _ t.";"C rts. 
: .. ~ ~ .J : •• c ·:-:; ... •. Pt. r·; , pr ; ce 
'r;x o, ur ; ~,·r·i, i et ~ cl r 2.C~O ~ 5.hr~ titr~s. P~ice~ for e~{;ve ~; ·s of 7 C~O tc 5,CJO Litres. 
r. ~ ;·.·: ;,· i ~ •. r .ll .. c•1 11 •'! .-. rlcur ~ iJ 2;.:'J!J :u:•nes pa~ r~i s C\U inf ~ricurt? a :,i.0.:.0 t":-:~E s p,;r ~n .~ Pr i i t r ..:t'!CO co~so :=-"!l,1teur~. 
r , , . r ~ J~ ~=~:~.:c~ cf Les~ th ~" ! ,CUC to•~s µ~ r ~c~:h or less t han 24,CCO tc~s pt r year. Oeliv~rcd Ccn su ·~ r Prices. 
:, r ""~'-° r, ,-? ""·=- ·.;~~ ~ d': ,r:"'· !.;C r .. J·.:O r:.. tion dL' :., c,..; .: · ... :: i:~~ , ... 1$(1:;1~-c!: d ~ c ~1jq1..,;c p :c.:!v~t -:onccrnt.· au cc.urs d~ l'arrte 1980. 
r ... j ... ~ ~ .Jf .. 7. 3--: l i ,.~ c t:1. ~r i ct-~ of the prc1d 1J ·: t s Ccnc1.: rne-tl by tt, e: ~uan.t it i c.-s ccr,~~ :.;<:c dur fri g the pc:-.i co • 9c,0. 
•) "••••u• pr1ces/pr1x a1a1maux 
[
TWI.Li.'.J ) 
T/.!IU . _j 
------ ···--···--· -==:=·=:._ _______ - ··------··· g,.,. 
Cout Cr.F d',ppr<'v ; sio11n•c:,1t·nt "" brut de la Coa::iunauH 
Clf CO$t of COr.'1~·,, tity ~rU:.!{: oit !•Jtl;;I les. 
----·-- ·---------··- ·-----·-----
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Selling Prices of .Petroleu~ Products in National Curr~nc,es 
Prix moyens pratiaues au J~-fevrier 1982. 
Average of prices .. ruling as at t~tti .F.~ruary 1982. 
Essence Super 
Premiu~ Gasoline 
1000 L c1> 
Hors taxes 'Prix de ventel Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
11.320 25.900 14.410 
2.514,43 5.410 2.881,15 
677 ,96 1.342,40 ·. 65-7,16 
28.612,28 43.800 13~('74,4 
2.017 4.320 · 2.167,80 
258,80 496,80 237 ,30 
385.260 960.000 567.110 
12.870 23.500 10.~00 
855,•29 1.696 832,17 
1-53,80 335,80 181,20 
, 
Gasoil Chauffage (2) Heating Gasoi l" 
1000 l 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
11.051 12.930 
-
2.394,10 3.360 410 
644,30 746,82 15 
17.318,33 19.700 · 405 
1.728 '2.204 47 
208,75 224,0~ 10,20 
364.331 437. 726 1.000 
12.200 12.810 100 
775,10 955,21 11, 11 
187,30 195,00 8,01 
Ess.ence Nor111ale 
Regular Gasoline 
~,ooo L c1 > 
Hors taxes I Prix de ventel Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
10.640 25.050 8.358 
2.448,85 _ _s..:uo 1.010,9~ 
622,04 1 . 279,,20 591,28 
26.62~,57 39.700 -
1.922,20 4.090 1.340,30 
254,15 491,45 169,91 
342.890 910.000 75.780 
~2.200 22.700 t..350 
807,83 1.640 . 377 ,39 
148,60 329,80 164,40 
-
Fuel Lourd HTS <3> Heavy Fuel HSC 
Tonne 
Hors ·Taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
7.246 7.246 
1.56~ 1.973 








-t (1) Prix a la ~ompe/Pu~ price 
(2) livraisons de 2000 a 5000 L/Deliv~ri~s of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
Ta~i.':"au 4 ! Tabte ! 
&asoil ftoteur 
Auto~otive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes !Prix de vente 





















1 I• 40,84 FB - 7,8490 CD -
2,3985 Dfl1-6,0815FF-
1.279,25 Lires -
2,6285 Fl-0,5467~ angl. 
0,6815 t irl-61,81 DR. 
1 ECU • • 
UCE 41,7394 re-8,02186 CD - ~ 
2,45132 DM- 6,21544 FF - i 
1.307,42 Lires - 1· 
2,68639 Fl-0,558788 ~ang 





·-i _(3) Livraisons de.aoins de 2000 tonnes par mo·is et de moins .de 24.000 tonnes .par. an/ offtakes , . .of .. less than 2,000 . tons.per 
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Brussels, 6th May 1982. 
'j'I 17. 'I I COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 143 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the CoMmission, gives the latest 
avail~ble date relating to price development in'the M~mber States and 
f6r tho Community as a whole. The Commission considers that tl,c bJlletin 
contributes to i~prov~d tran~p3r~ncy as regards Co~munity oil ffiarket;. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in ti~e bet~e2n 
Member States but such a co~parison may not be representative of 
internationJl price relationships over a longer period. Morecver, it is 
evident that such a comparisru1 is limit~d even if fluctuations in exchang3 
rates are ignored; althcu·gh valid for identical products sold to th~ sa~e 
~ategcries -0f consumer no account is taken of market sc~ucturcs, Ct~L 
product cattgori~s reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
m~thods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
conte~t the ecsentially indicative nature of some elements of ta~le 2 is 
eriphnsised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published a! the 
beginning of each quarter.· 
The Commission Oil Gulletin is freely available on demand Cteleph0~e 235.!~.~0.) 
J Weekly summary : ·-, Evolution Cin Y.> of Community indicatbr.s for. 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compdred with 15.12.78 
compared with pre1ious week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOfvMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSIQIII DES COMMLW\UTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOflH TON EYPOflAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·~···:,. .. ;,: .. ·. ;. .. 
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Brussels, 13 May 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 144 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over-time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international·price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited eveh if f~uctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market'structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribut~on which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared ,with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER -~ DER ElRJPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMtvlSSION OF THE EUROPEAN CQMMUIJITIES - COMMISSION DES ~S El.RJPEEIIN:S - EmPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIOE DELLE COM..NTA EUROPEE - COt,,MSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
r.~v;.;sux 1Ha1cat,,s ficscamsaa,res aes pr1x nors taxes t ta consomffist·10:f'cn 'i!ienno,es htt,onaccs c1i ,: . 
weekly indicative CCll'S~'ffler price levels in rational currencies. Tax end duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau he~domadairt> Prix IU Prices as at 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
~ Essel'ce super .Essence normate . Ga~oil moteur ,. Gasoil chauffage I Fuel ResiMt i .. 
' Prc111ium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l Residual Fuci. -Ol 
·,coo l. ,oco l. 1000 l. 1000 l .- TonM 
J (2) (2) ,(2) (3) (4) 
' B<'l!'lique <Fe>• 14.600 I 13.880 13.854 12.590 8.553 
Da'lma rk (~J<)- 2.350 I 2.285 2.650 2.445 1.635 
DeuU::hl11nd COM) 602 541 651 660 450 
!:l t&s (OR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.318 1(1.905 I 
France (FF) 1.9?4,50 1.879,60 I 1 .843,70 1.762,10 1.120 
' 
T.relund (Irish ll) 258,63 254,20 . 238,52 209,10 ,, 145,20 
It.:,lia (Lire) •. 375.260 • 332.8.90 -- 366;.220 · 348.402 227.026 
Luxc,r.:t-ourg (FL) 13.720 ·12.990 12.930 12.300 8.683 
. 
i•:ecie r lend C Fl> 863~ 14 824, 15 788,53 726,10 520,24 
•Jnitcd Kingdom Ct'. 162,10 
' 
156,40 177 ,50 184,~~ 107,60 
-(~) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs,saon les meilleures estimations des ·experts des Etats Mrm~rcs, du r.:arch 
~~trolicr de ch~quc Etot rn~mbre 
Prices most frequently char:ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
es~imates of the national experts. 
(2> Frix a la pompr 
Fum~ pric~ . 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.00C a S.000 Litres 
Prices fo,·delivcries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres 
(4) Prix pour livrui,onsinferieuresa 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieurcst 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco conso~moteurs. 
rrices for of~t3kes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,COO tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 















a>moyenne I average (5) 
t-)Variation moyenne X 
average variation X 
.3.5.8, /15.12.78 
c)V~riat io" moycnne sur 
l-:s 5 produits 
AverJ~e variation for 
~~l
5
58~r·cducts • , , • /15.1~.78 
----·-· 
~iveeux indicatifs hebdomadeires des prix hors taxes• La conso•m,t1on en dollars ~ourants 
Weekly ·indicative consumer price. Levels in current dollars. Ta:x and d•Jties excluded (1) 






























































































1) Pr, x , H p I.us souvent prat 1ques et a,ns.1 reprt!sentat, f!io sEl.on les me, l leures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats llembres, du mare he 
petrolicr du c~aque Etat membre 
Prices most frec~ently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State,according to the best estim1tes of 
the n~tionel ~xp~rt~. 
2) Prix al~ po~pe. Pu~p price 
;'l ?•!• pn,,r l!vrais~n <!.e •-?OO a'5,000 litres. Pric~s.for d~(il/eries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litrn • 
... , r, ix ;,•J•~r l1vrr11son ,nfr.rieure a -2000 tonn<!s par mo,~ ou 1nrer1eure a 2!..1100 tonnes par an•"" Prix franco consommateurs. 
P:-·:c<':, ~,.;r orftcikc~ of l(-5S than 2,000 tons per mcnth or less than 24,000 ton~ per year. Delivered Consumer Pric~s. 
5> La r;,oycN•~ results d'unc ,,ondrraticn . des quantiHs consom~"es de chaque produit concune eu cours de l'~ronee 1980 
;,,.: r~~11lt ol uci,;hting ti,e ;:,rices of the prod:.•cts r.onr.<:rned by the <1uantit.ics ~or.Slimed during the period 1980 
<•> Maxi111um prices/prix maximiaux • 
Cout CAF d'approvisionncment en brut d~ la Communaute 
CIF cost of Community crude <'il sup"pl ies. 
-------------------------
Prh au 
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Brussels,19th May 1982 
tOMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No 145 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They.permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J~w_e_e_k_lY~_s_u_m_ma_r_y~~-' Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
. -· ·--·--------------------
.• 
+ 88 X· 
+ 4,76 X 
+ 156,38 % 
KOM1141SSIONEN FOR DE EUROF¥EISKE f.lELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER El.ROPAJSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COW1v11..NTES - COMMISSION DES COMMlJ'.WJTES EI.RJPEEJIIIES - EJTTPOrli TON EYPOllAKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - COtJMSSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
J 
·:,,';_~.(~;, .:~~~~·.~;_~:1~~~,:~-~-- 1~~.iWAW - #4W>Mf!&£4.· ~~7--,~. 
(T1biHu hebdoaida!"> ', 

























l'rhn •• at t 10.,.1~ 
Essence noraale .Geloil .. tour 
Regular gesot ine Avtor.iotive -gasoi l 
1000 l. 1000 l. 
(2) .(2) 
14.2N 14.142 











11101 t ch1uff19t 
































(1) Pr.h lt plus 1owent pratiqul, et· 1in11 reprl11nt1t1f1,1tlon let aeHleurH e1tf~tf0fts dea ·experts dea Et1t1 "tabres, du ••rchf ; :t'. 
pftroller de chaque !tit -·• · . -'J.,; 
PricH aost fre,qvently ehe ,veod end thu1 reprHtnt1tfve, of the oH market in each flnber State, according to tllt best , : . ' 
est1aates of tile national. eoxp1rt1. :t· 
a> Frix • l1 - · 0 ji 
,._ price • . 1 
<3> P•lx pour I lyr1hon do 2.00C -6 5.000 Lit"• . 1 
PricH for delivt"rfH of 2,000 to 5,000 Lftrt1 . 
(4) Prl• ,our Uvf'llho,-fnferit>Urts 6 2000 '\:OMtl par IIOfs OU inftrteures• 24.000 tonne• par ua. -ftrb franco conH1111oteur1. 
PricH for offt:,kes of less then 2,000 ton, Pfl' aontlt or l••• t~111 24,000 tan~ per year. Deltnred co:.sunr Price,. 
• Rut- prfu1/Prb RXiuux. 
I~=- 3 
COOt CAF d'-rovtot-t "' llrut ... lo -· 
CIP -t of c-10 crude otl ,._u, •• 
I. 
• 1/T Prfx .. 15.12.11 I 13,11 1111,76 Price •• at. 
Prfa • 




I I I I 
' 
rzn --··1tw.'iun"'ridtC~OUct.1'ril~-aH.,itr1'iTcirlliil'ii"Tt'iccinioiiaalTOn .. enoonirT·courinti---·----
weett,- ·indicative con1uur price. lev~1 tn cyrrent dolt1r1. Tax and dutiH excluded (1) Prh de wnt• •• produ1t1 pttrolier1 e,n l!Ont'la1H nat10Nilft ielUftQ Prk•• of Petrole,e ~ts in Nitiffl!l Currenctg 
(T1blHU hlbcloa1dllro) 
EHtnce super 
PreaiUII gasol 1nt 
1000 L. 
(2) 
B1lg1Qut * 349,M 
Danurk 325,35 







Uoltod kt"III' .. 294,05 
c.t.E. 
,.,.c. I 
-y·-,, .. r ... <5> I , -~1J 
1,1v1rht1on _._ 1 
average variation I 
10.5.12 115. 12.11 
C)Vtrlatton aoyennt 1u, 
lei 5 produltl 
Average variation for 
+ 59 I 
Prh au 
Prices H. at 
Essence norute 













I Z74,06 I 
+ 49 I 
10 1111 1912 I TABLEAU TABLE 21 
Gasoi l aoteur Gnoi l ch1uffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Autoaottve gasoil Heating gesoil Residual Fuel OH HS 
1000 L. 1000 L. Tonne 





















303,59 I 291,50 190,62 
+n1 + 105 I + 100 I 
~ 
1
1) Prlilisplu1 10UYefttirltTQU•• et ·.rn,.1 reprbtntatH• 1ion c., .. ucl'Ul"H ntiuttons des experts del Etatl-llemt,res, du atrcht 
pftrolttr de chaqu1 Etlt aellbre 
1 PricH ao1t fnouently c·harged and thu1 repruentatift of the oft urll:et in eacb lleaber St1te,1ccorcl1ng to the beat nt1inates of 
I all 5 pl"l>ducto 10.5.12 115.12.71 
the national expert,. · 
2> Pr t x t la poape. Pu111p pr1 ce 
;?J ~~1: =~ tl:~:i::: f~f:;~,.: ',~·:~, :::c::,:0~1~1~;!~~.°I ~('!8&.t?~~P~;1:::~·Prix franco consoc.at1ur1. 
Prices for offtakH of Lest than 2,000 tons per aonth or Less tun 24,000 tons pu yHr • Delivered Consua.r Prices. 
S> LI .oyennt result• d'une pondtration . d11 QUantitft consoaa,•es de cheque proch.lit concern• 1u court ~ 1980 _ 
The rtsult of weighting the prict'I of the products concerned by the quantitios consuae,d during the period .)'1P. 
cr•1, ... _u • ,r11 ..,.,._.. pr1ttaut1 au 1S.llart 1911 a .. r .... of ..,.1, .. · .vl tna as at Uth !lore• 1912 
--




1000 l (1) 1000 L (1) 
TaHa Hors taxel Pr1a de vent• 1•••• Hors tau• Prh de ventel T••n Without Taxes Soll Ins rrtce Without Taxes lelllns Price 
olgl-(m 14740 11960 26700 14560 11240 ZSNO 1190 
,_a ... (D) 2931,64 2471,36 5610 2917,21 2612,19 5530 1021,111 
:;eu1;1chlancl (DIil 6'9,63 640,97 1300,60 651,33 513,21 1234,60 Sl7,70 
-ll•• <dr) 15187,72 28612,21 4JNO 3074,,43 26625,57 39700 -
rMCe (ff) 
.2~::, 19'r4,50 4270 2160,40 1179,60 4040 1346,30 :reland (I.I[) 251,63 496,60 237,21 254,02 491,30 169,91 
!talia (UreJ 514.740 375.26Q 960.000 577.110 332.890 910.000 19.7 .. 
uae&bourg (FL) 10.620 13.0IO 23.700 10.490 12.410 22.900 4.330 
~:ede:-lencf en., 137,66 131,,34 1.676 129,12 790,11 1.620 J70,06 r· .. 1 .... '" 1",90 141,20 341,10 191,911 134,90 333,N 179,,60 
=:~ c::::::-- CD :.u:!r ~ :: m 
1000L 
-,-~ Hors TIHI · Prix ... vent, ••••• nvra Taxes P•II N Vinti Without TIHI lelll"II PrtCI Mlt- THH 1eu1,,. r,tce 
I••-<~ •·• ><.<n 13.0N - 7.677 7.677 ;:.,..arlr. CICI) 976,n 2.44!,ZI 3.420 410 1.633 . 2.043 
:,eutschlond H,11 '°8,40 697,21 15 461,19 476,19 
;!LLH (dr) 2.381,67 17 .311,33 19.700 405 10.905 .11.310 
·=r•nce (ff) 481,90 1.762,10 2.244 41 1.1a, 1.176 
::,,land (I.I[) 15,,.JQ 209,10 Z24,40 10,20 145,20 155,40 
. ;:telt1 <Lin> 17.161 150.107 437.461 1000 224.620 22,.620 
:~u••atHlur9 (,U 5t0 11.750 12.540 100 7.77' 1.11, 
·.ed•rland Cf\.) 172,91 735, 10 908,01 11,11 51D,44 .521,55 
L:. a.ingc1oa <1> 1,,1 111,10 195,00 1,01 110,,.64 111,65 
; 
CU Prh • l• onot/Pl.,.. price 





lut-lw .... n 
1000 L_<U ·· · · · 
Hora tu,, , ,rt I di vtnt• 




















• , • ,i43,IJ1 ,. - 7,'"5 ·ca -
2,3670 Ill - 6,- Pf - D,671S 
I 1,1. - 1211) Lit • 2,5945 Fl. • 
O,SSJ4 I Afttl. - 61,Jfl N. 
1 la• 44,6"7,. - 1,1094f'ca 
-.. · 2,41Ju Ill • 6,1'721 fP • 
0,61l"4 I IM.. - 1305,11 lit. 
2,645J9 Fl. • 0,564257 l -.. 
62,SIIO N • 
• llaxt- prtc11,,rh eaxtuux. <l> Li'Jrahon, de ZCY.:10 • SOOD LID•liveries of 2,000 to 5,000 ~. en Livrailons de aoin1 de 2r,o to!"!nH par aots. et de aotn1 de Z4.0DO tonne, par I/It/ offtatn •f tna tllan 1,00D , .. ..,. 
-· or lffa t~ .. 114,000 tOftl ... ~-
~-.l ; .. 
-.:_~-
. ....... 
TALSMAl'«NS GRlJ'PE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ> - GRClU'E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAl:i.A EKnPOrnnov TYllOV - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORD\OEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INAIDINDIH fll TON TYDO • INf DRMAZIDNI ALLA STAM PA• MHIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 27 May 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 146 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by.the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative ot the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality spetifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State~ In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 88,08 X 
-
+ 156,38 X 
t<Ot,MSSK)t£N FOR DE EUROPIEISKE ~LLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER ElRJPAISCt-EN GE~ 
C~ OF THE EUROPEAN COM\f.NTES - COtJMSSION DES COMMll'WJTES ElR)f'EfM\ES - EmP011-1 TClN EYPOllAIKClN KOINOTHTQN 
COMMISSIOl'E DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - CCM.tSSE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·---------------~--~---~---~-------.·-~---·»··-·-----..,•L.-· ... ·----
-----------..---- 111veau11 indlcet1f1 hebdo111d1ires des ;,~;a hnrs tu.ea • la con1e>11Utic:n en 110r,n1ie1 naH01,a~es (1) 
1:. 
··:·_·.: 













Weekly indic,tivt con11111tr prire lr~el~ in .!!!!i::!'.!.a~.!!.n.!i!!,. Ta11 an~ dutles ,~eluded (1) 
(Tableau htlldoll1dair1) 
• Essence super 
. Pre•i1111 gasoline 
1000 l. 
t2) 
Belgique (FB) * 14.680 
oa,11111rk (DK> 2.430 
1/euts:h l11nd (DIii) 637 
llliil (DR) 28.612 
F,11ncw ~FF) 2.023 
Jrelund(Jrish () 247,33 
it1l11 (Lire~ .. 375.261> · 
L..ixc:a:bourg (FL) 13.720 
Neder lend <Fl> 897,04 
Prix IU 
Prices as at 17.$.1982 
~ssence noniale .Ga~oil moteur 
Regular gasol ir.e Automotive gasoil 




























Fuel Residual HTS 
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(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquls et ain11 repre1ent1tifs,1tlonles aeilleures eatiaations des ·experts des Etats Membrcs, du 111rcht 
~ftrolier de chaque Etet mcmbre 
Prices most frcqu.ntly che~ed end thus representative, of the oil market in each Neaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national wxperts • 
(2) Frix• la pompt 
Pu~ price . 
{3) 
(41 
Prix pour livraison de 2.00C • 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,0JO to 5,000 Litres 
Prix pour livrailons inferieur~ a 2000 to11nes per 11<11' uu inHr1eure1 • 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco conso111mateurs. 
Pri,e$ for ~f~tak~r nf les~ tnan c,000 ti,ns per IDl)nth or less than 24,00C to~a·per ye~r. Deli~ered Cons111111r Prices. 
• Prix aaxi•aux/"a•i•ua prices. 
Niveaux ir,dieatifs hebd0111dahe: des prix hors taxes • la cons0111111.at1on en doaar's courants 
We~kly ·indicoti~w coosumer price levels in ~urrent dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1> 
• TABLEAU Prh au 
Prices as at 1 17·'·1982 TAS,.F. 
2 
i Essene: su11er Esseo1r1, r,?rm~le II Gu,,i l 11ot.tur G~~oil chauffage 
PremiUM g.sol ine Regular pa so line I t>.utomot Ive gasoil !!eating 1,asoil 
.~~~-~-~~-~(2~>~~~~-+-~~'~·2:!-) _ · ~.....!a<2~>~~~~--'--~_.:;<3=) 






•. ·,l•,"d . 




339,79 $21,2? 312,34 l71,l6 
313,24 304,86 . 324,20 297,77 
21,,40 .?51,74 I 299,12 288,46 
4S7,l5 425,59 276,82 274,.112 
339,00 317,36 317,SC 303,39 
3·; 4,23 35i,43 .:<53,39 311.39 
295,01 · 261,70 287,90 213,l6 
311,57 :SOU,67 299,28 284,70 
352,~4 337,21 315,18 291,64 
287,S9 I ;,7, r !24,J1 3:S7, 10 
Fuel Residual !ITS 



















H•· ~t.,nc: /avtrage (5 1 
~71,,9~. 106, 14 1'15,06 189,69 
.:; \ar lat ion moy.nne % ! 
ave, ege vao·iatiro, X I 
h.5.8~ /1S.12.7iS 
... .A-l ·' ·at ion moycrne tsUi' 
1.-.:<.i S proJuit~ I 
~v .. ra~e variat. ion fl"Jr, 
a . ~ ~rn~ucts i 
+ 60 X ., ~1 l + 76 X • 104 I + 99 X 
I+ 88 X 
n,sf.!!i 11 s.1 :: .. _1_ca _ __,_I ___ _ 
ff"Pr{x ·l~s ;;lus souvent pratiqu.!s ~nsi reprhe"ltat·''" sdon les 11eilleures estimat1ons des expe'l'ts des Etats Membres, du marche 
r•:rolier de c~aque Ftat m•l'lb,. 
Prises mos: frea•,enHy c~arged and thu• re~r,oH'ltathe of the oil Market in each Member State,according to the best estimates of 
+:~f? r.Jt !:rn""' e"<.itr•s. · 
I.' P•1• h ,a poMpe. Punp price 
:~ "ri• p,,u, ljvr.,.s.:c• ~, ~.9:io a '5:UCO LitC£-s. Prices for d~live.riu of 2 DOC to 5,000 Litres •. 
',. Pri, p..iuc l n"·aison 111~~r1eJre L ~COO t'1nnes ~ar mois ou 1r.ter1eure ci 2£.000 t,mnes par an.- Pru franco conso111aateurs. 
1·rices 1or offt~~.,, c• 'ess t~1,n ~,OC') to,,, per mo;·,th or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consumer Prices. 
5) I.a ,..,,c,,ne res-,•. ro r:'cn. ;;vndee,a•,on . ':l,, <;uartit~~ consom•-'es de ch3que pt cdu1t concerne au &ours de l!,oofe 1980 
Tl,~ tesJlt .J1 wo:ig,tinll t, . ., ;,r c,, of the pr·cducts '-n11ccrned by •he oca'>ti:fos ·o-os,!llled during t~e period Af..1,.9,IIO 
CoOt CAf d'approvtaionneaent en brllt de la COllllunautt 
CJF cost of Ccmaunity crude otl s~ltes. 
Prh au 
Price II It. 
Prill au 





fA8LEAU 3 TAlll.E 







TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-Ai\ROLE 
OMAt.A EKnPOrnnov TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOOROVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHELSI • MITTlllUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A lA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON nno . INFDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 3rd June 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 147 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. ' 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
KOMMISSK)t£N FOR DE EUROm:ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
+ 87 X 
1,23 % 
+ 143,76 % 
COMtv1SSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES eot.MJNAUTES EU'IOPEEtffS - EmPOflH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMLNTA EUROPEE - COMtvlSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
r., 
. .(, ~ ! ' 
..... -· -----·· =:::, :Niv':'ilux 
1
f~d1c~;fs ~~~domadaire~·ae~~i>;~~'.:~:;~\ox~~· ,·t ~;~~=:r.~tici;e:~'~on?iiifes :ationaleS m ··-








j Essence super Essence normale I .Gasoil moteur ,, Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HT 
.. J 
















1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l.-. Tonne 
(2) (2) .CZ> (3) (4) ... 
.. 
Bl'l9ique (FB) * 15.480 14.760 ;13.494 12.231 8.105 
Ca'lr..ark C!>K} 2.555 2.490 2.515 2.310 1.585 
Deuts::hland (OM) 637 576 686 653 445 
28.612 ' 26.625 17.318 17 .318 10.905 Ell.;s (DR) 
France (FF) 2.023 1.893,90 1.894,70 1.810,50 1.120 
IrelundCirish 1'> 247,33 236,89 233,56 205,80 ,I 145,63 
Italia CLi re) •, 375.260 332.890. "J66.220 . · 347.586 228.368 
Luxer.:bourg (FL) 13.720 12~990 12.930 12.300 8.683 
.. 
folec:er lend CF l) 897,04 858,05 803,78 742,10 . 517,44 
CJni~cd Kingdom (I( I 156,50 149,80 177,50- 182, 10 107,40 
I . 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs,se.on'les meilleures estimations des ·experts des Etats MPmbrcs, du marchf 
p~trolicr de chaque Etot membre 
Prices most frequently ehar:ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
csti~atcs of the national experts. 
(2) Frix a la pompr 
Pu~, price . 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.00C a 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveri,s of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres 
(4) Prix pour l ivrai ~or.s inferieures Ii 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf~rieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco conso11mateurs. · 
Prices for offtakcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
* Prix aaxi11aux/Maxi11u11 prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomada1res des prix hors tcxes 6 la consommat1on en dollars courants 
Weekly ·1ndicative ·corsumer price. levels in current dollars. Tax and duths excluded (1) 
. (Tableau hebdomeda1 re) Prix au Prices as at 24 llai 1982 
TP.BLEAU 
TABLE 2 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
'· 
'·· 













a)moyenne I average (5) 
~)Variation moy~nne % 
average variation% 
I •. 24.5.82 /15.12.78 
ic>variat ion moyenne su~ 
les 5 produits I 
Average variation for• 




1000 l. 1000 ,. 










282,79 •. 270,69 
307 ,45 275,77 
+ 60 X + 50 X 
1000 l, 1000 l. Tonne 
' 
(2) (3) (4) 
311,28 282,14 186,96 
322,27 296,00 203,10 
298,55 284, 19 193,67 
275,14 27.5,14 173,25 
317,18 303,08 187,49 
351,90 310,07 219,42 
287,34 272,72 179(18 
298,26 283,73 200,29 
314,40 290,27 202,40 
320,74 329,05 194,07 





I + 75 X + 102 X + 98 X 
I+ 87 X 
:f>Prix-·les plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi reprE!sentatif!i> sElon les mei lleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marche 
petrolier de chaque Etat membre 
Prices most freauPntly charged and thus representative of the oil market in ,each Member State,according to the best esti111ates of 
the national experts. 
:2> Prix a la po~pe. Pump price 
;3> Prjx pouc ljvrajson ~e 2.900 • 5.000 Litres. Prices for d!liyeries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres •. 
. 4) Pru µour livra,son infer,eure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou 1nfer1eure a 2!.000 tonnes par an .-Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per mcnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consuaer Prices. 
:5> La moyenrie resulte d'une ponderation . des Quantit~s consomn>0 es de chaquc prod:..it concerne au cours d·e l'anMe 1980 
The result of weighting the price• of the products conc~rned by the qua~tities consumed during the period 1980 
* Prix 11axiMu11/llaxi11ua prices. 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Com•:.naute 
CJF cost of Co:omunity ;rude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
Prix au 












TALSMANDENS GRUPPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ>- GROlPE DU PORTE·FW'UE 
OMA!>.A EKnPOrnnoY TYllO( - GRlJ'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
·;·;;·;··;·;····;;;···;··;·······;·;;··;··;;·;;;;· ;··· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·IEDDHHSI • IITTHlUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfORIATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INHOINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INfDRIAZIDNI ALLA STAIPA • IIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Bruxelles, 10th June 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 148 97'1~ 7'/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transp~:em::y_ as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised ... 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.~0.) 
J Weekly summary : ·~, Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
KOtvMSSIONEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOt,,MSSION DER EUROPAISCfEN GEMEN3CHAFTEN 
+ 84 X 
3,45% 
+ 143,76 X 
COMMSS10N Of TIE EUROPEAN eot.MNTIES - COMMSSION DES COM'.UIIAUTES ElRJf'EEt#ES - EmPOn-1 TON EYPOOAIKON KOINOTHmN 
COMM1SS10tE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - COWMSSIE VAN DE ElJ'lOPESE G0.EENSCHAPPEN 

.\ 
··1·.1,·· ... , '., . .'" 
···., 
~.·,-.··':·: 






a ~es oes pr x ,ors axes 
Weekly 1ndicetive co.,svmer price levels in ~ationel currencies. Tax end duties excluded (1) 





I q Esserice super -Essence normale ,. Gasofl chauffage Fuel Residual H. 
' Pre111iu111 gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel -Oil., 
1000 l. 1000 l ,·-
l 1000 l. 1000 l. 
Tonne 
(2) (2) .m (3) (4) .. 
' 
( Bd11ique CFB) * 15.480 14.7~ 13,814 12,547 8.105 
Dl!.,mark (DK> 2,350 2.285 2,515 2,310 1,585 
' Deuts::h t~nd (01'1) 662 601 708 653 437 
28,612 . 26,625 17.31& 17.318 1.0.905 r:ll;s (DR) 
., 
, France (FF) 2.023 1,893,9~ 1,IS94,70 1,810,50 . 1,120 
' Ircl~nd Clrish I!) 247,33 I 236,89 233,~6 205,80 I 145;63 
Ital ft CU re) •, 375.260, 332,890. ·- 366,220 · 347.586 229,049 
Luxcr::covrg (FL) 13.720 12~990 12,930 12,300 8,683 
: . 
Neder lend (Fl) 897 ,04 858,05 803,78 · 742,10 517,44 
. 
1Jni ~<·d :<i ngdom (I! 154,60 148;80 111,,0 182,10 107 ,20 
I 
------(1> ,rix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs,sd.on Les meilleures estimations des ·experts des Etats Mtmbrcs, du marche 
~!troticr de chaque Etot m~mbre 
Prices most frcQuently char:ged and thus representative, ~f the oil market fn each Member State, according to the best 
csti~atcs of the national experts. 
.• ·.l 
(2) Frix a la pompr 
ru~? price . 
(3) Prir. pcur livralson de 2.00C a 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres 
(4) ,rix pour livraisonsinfericuresb 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieuresa 24.000 tonnes par an, ·Prix franco consommotcurs. 
rriccs for offt3ke; of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices, 
, 
• Prix aaxlaua/MaxifflUII prices. 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) 
Nlveaux lndicati1s hebdomada1res des pr1x hors taxes a la consommat1on en dollars courants 
We11kly ·indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Prix au 
Prices as at 31 Mai 1982 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 2 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HS• 
1000 l. 1000 L. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 




349,24 333,00 311,66 283,07 182,85 
.. -:lr'!l'ICr~ 294, 11 285,98 314,76 289, 11 198,37 
I C '• 0 0 J •,j 282,32 256,31 301,94 278,48 186,36 
444,01 413,17 268,74 2~~-74 169,22 
F 1 ,3rce 330,87 309,76 309,89 296,12 183, 18 
l rt:. ar,d 364,95 349,54 344,63 303,67 214,88 
Italia 288,66 256,06 281,70 267,37 176,19 
Luxembourg 309,54 293,07 291,71 277,50 195,89 
Nederlar,d 345,57 330,55 309,64 285,88 199,33 
Uri ted Kinp(fom 277 ,01 266,61 318,04 326,28 192,08 
C .c.E. 
E. E .C. 
a)moyenne /average (5) 
I 
302,85 275,47 302,09 287,77 184,56 
.. 
t}Variation moyenne 7. f 
~v~ra~~ va~iation X 
31.5.82 /15.12.78 + 57 X + 50 X + 74 X + 99 X .+ 94 X 
<:)Variation moycnne su 
1 
les 5 produits 1 84 X 
Average ~ariation forl 
a:L 5 products 
• 31. Ii. a211 ~. 1 _?_. _1a_--',~-----__,.. _,----,----c--.,..,.,.-=--c:-:r-=--:---,.:-:----,..,.......,..,_-..,...----,--=--=,....,-~-,--------..----
1 l Prix lcs plus souvent pratiques et ains.i reprJsentatif!;. set.on Les mei lleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marche 
p~trolicr de chaque Etat membre 
~rices most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market in .each Member State,according to the best estimates of 
the nationJL experts. 
?) Pri, h la poMpe. PUMP price · 
3) rri, ;,our 1.ivraison de 2.000 a '5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. 
~l rrix pour livrnison inftricure b 2COO tonnes par mois ou infdrieure ~ 2!.coo tonnes par an ~Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ufftak~s of less than ?.,ODO tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
Sl La ~oyenne rcsulte d'une ponderation des quantites consomm~cs de chaquc prod~it concerne au cours DE l'annee 1980 
Toe result of weigh\ ing the price• of the products concerned by the quai'l-titics consumed during the period 1980 
* Prix Maximum/Maximum prices @~:A~] 
.-------··-----·--------------------, 
Cout CAF d'approvisionncmcnt en brut dP la Com10unaute 
CIF Cl'St of Co:nmunity crude oil sup·plies. 
-·-·--· --····---- •·-----· --------
P:ix au 
Price as at. 
Prix au 












Prix de vente des produ~~s p,troliers en ~onnaies nationales 
Selling Prices of Petroli~~ Products 1n National Currencies 
Prix mcyens pratiauts au 15 avril 1982 
Average of prices ruling as at 15th Apri'. 1982 
Essence Super Essence Normale 
Premiu~ Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L. (1) 
Taxes I Hors taxes 'Prix de vente laxes l Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
)elgique CFB> 15.220 13.880 29.100 1s.020 I 13.080 28.100 8.546 
':>an:nark (KO) 2.904,59 2.555,41 5.460 2.890,16 2.489,84 5.380 1.021,8( 
)eutschland (DM) 654,01 597,79 1.251,80 645,89 535,31 1.181,20 583,6( 
: l las Cdr) 15 .187, 72 28.612,28 43.800 13.074,43 26.625,43 39.700 -
rrance (FF) 2.295,50 1.974,50 4.270· 2.160,40 1.879,60 4.040 1.346,3( 
: re land CI .O 253,87 247,33 501,20 252,30 236,90 489,20 186,Bl 
Italia (Lire) 584.740 375.260 960.000 577 .110 332.890 910.000 89.780 
~_uxembourg ( FL) 10.620 13.080 23 •. 700 10.490 12.410 22.900 4.330 
'!ederland (FL) 828,51 787,49 1.616 818,44 731,56 1.550 361,22 
\.i. Kirigdo111 CO 201,80 154,00 355,80 200,80 147,30 348,10 179,20 
I 
Gasoil Chauffage <Z> Fuel Lourd HTS (J) 
.. ···: ..... ., 
· .. · .. -.f~;. 
· t:· :tlJ3~'ff <;~ · 
Tabl'!"au 4 Table 
Gasoil Moteur 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) .. . ·-- ·-
Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Vi th~ut taxes Selling Price 
12.934 21.480 





366.220 . 456.000 





Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 1 •• 45,7825 fB - 8,2290 CD -1000 L Tonne 2,4235 DM - 6,3Q40 FF - 0,7002 ~ 
---i=i~I Hors Ta,res Prix de vente Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente IRL - 1332,50 LIT - 2,688 FL - · 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Sell fog Pri c:,e 0,5688 ~ Atfl;L. - 63,796 DR. 
' '.!lelgique CFS) 1.974 11.796 13.770 
.;.. 8.253 8.253 , 
,)an::iark (KD) 976,72 . 2 .443,28 3.420 - 410 1.633 2.043 1 ECU • 45,2364 FB • 
:>eutschland (DM 99,97 624,70 724,67. 15 455,71 470,71 UCE 
::'.llas Cdr) 2.381,67 17 .318,33 , 19.700 405 10.905 11.310 8,13084 CD - 2,39459 OM - 6,22880 FF 
'ifrance (FF) 
. 481,9l , 1. 762, 10 2.244 47 1.121 1.168 0,691927 ~ IRL - 1316,60 LIT -!reland u.r> 15,3 205,80 221,10 15,83 145,63 161,46 2,~5594 FL - 0,562043 ~ ANGL -
~talia <Lire) 87 .188 348.954 436.142 1.000 224.513 225.513- 63,0350 DR. 
:...uxEmbourg <FL) 590 11.750 12.340 100 7.776 7.876 
·;ederland (FL) 163,91 685,10 849,01 11,11 500,09 511,20 
:J. Kingdom CD 7,7 182,10 189,80 7,9~ 107,48 115,41 
(1) Prix a la po~oe/Pu~ price 
{2) Livraisons de 20~0 a 5000 L/Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
<3> Livraisons de m~ins de 2000 to~nes par mois et de moins de 24.000 tonnes par an/ offtakes 
month or 
of less than 2,000 tons pe~ 
le,s than 24,000 tons per 
~ .. _9 • '~~-==?£SW ... -.'fiP. •. ~:-ZFJ·NH~*-- .? ,. 1''*':" . a; . J!: .. Z.~ •. t,~.r M•. I. •.. I 
e 
TALSMMOENS GRlPPE - SPRECH:RGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GRQU) - GflOU'E OU PORTE-FMOLE 
OMMA EKflPO:HlllOY TYflCI\' - GRU"PO DEL PORTAI.OCE - BUREAU VAN DE vi.lOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRHSI 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYRO• INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MHID~llNG1~~ DI PIR~982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 1::usse s, t LIBRARY 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by th~ Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Corr,:,1;.mity as a whole. The Comr.lission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved tran~parency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
internatiohal price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categor·ies of consumer no account is taken of roarket structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distributio~ which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SC.) 
J Week Ly summary : j Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 83 % 
1,20 % 
__ :_.1~3,76 % 
.KOMMISSIONEN FOR OE EUROPJEJSKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE E:UROPEAN GOMMUNITIES - C0Mfv1SSK)N DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAIKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE CGMUNITA EUROPEE - COM"'1SSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NiVl!iUx ,lldieiiits r.l!bdoill5daHes dH pfU nor! 'tuxes a ta Eonsom:Eation en 'monnales netionates Ci) 
Weekly. indicetive consumer price level~ in rational currenciei. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadaire> Prix au Prices. as at 
7.6.f982 





Fuel Ruidual HT, 
• Essence super 
' / ' Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel, j 1000 L. 1000 L. 1000 l. 1000 l.- · Tonne (2) (2) .(2) (3) (.'t) 
-
.. 
I 14.094 12.829 8.439 Bl:'lgique (FB) * 15.960 15.240 ; 
lla.,r.iark (!>K} 2.555 2.490 2.515 2.310 1.585 
.. 
712 654 436 lleutschl11nd (DM) 662 601 
1:tlcs (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17 .318 10.~5 
., 
2.023 1.893,90 1.894,70 · 1.810,50 1.135 j France (FF) :< 
·.1 rral,ind <Irish Ir!) 247,33 236,89 233,56 205,80 ;I 145,63. 
'. Italia CL ire) •• 375.260 · . 332.890 ··366.220. 348.037 231.575 
. 1~.230 13;,420 12.780 8.235 
1 Luxen:bour!J (FL) 14.930 
,. Neder lend (Fl) 922,46 883,48 803,78 742,10 517,40 
.. 
United Kingdom Cir! 168 162,20 177,50 18~~ 10 107 
' 
I 
! (1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs,se.on les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats i'lembpes, du marche 






Prices most frequently char:ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estinates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompr 
Pum~ price . 
(3) 
m 
Prix pour livraison de 2.00C a 5.000 Litres 
rriccs fo~ deliveries of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres 
rrh pour livrai~onsinferieuresa 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures! 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco consommateurs. 
rriccs for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consum!:r Prices. 














Niveaux lndicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a la consommat1on en dollars courants 
















































































a>moyenne /average (5) 306,54 276,66 298,75 284,31 183,42 
. 
t)Variation moyenne % t 
average variation% 
7 .6.82. /15.12.78 + 59 X I + 51 X + 72 X + 96 X + 92 X 
,c)Variat ion moyenne su1 
Les 5 produits I+ 83 X I Average variation for 






.1) Prix les plus souvent prat,ques et a,ns, representat,f!i. sd.on les me, lleures est,mat,ons des expera des Etats Membres, du marcne 
petrolicr de chaQue Etat mcmbre 
Prices most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market in_ each Member State,according to the best estimates of 
the nat~on~l ex~crts. 
:?) Prix a la pompe. Pump price , 
:~> Prjx ~our ljvrajson ~e 2.900 a 5.000 Litres. Prices.for d~liye~ies of ~1000 to 5,000 Litres • 
.• ) Pr" pour l1vra1son infer1eure ll 2000 tonnes par mo,s ou ,nfer,eure a ,t+-000 tonnes par an •• Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for off takes of less than 2,000 tons per me-nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consumer Prices. 
· 5 > La mo)'cnne rcsu l te d'une ponderat ion . des Quant i tes consomo,•es de chaquc prod~i t concerne au cours dlJ::. l 'aaa6a 1980/ 
The rer,ult of .:eighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period jj80. 
* Prix aaxiaaux/Naxi•ua Prises. 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Communaute 
CIF cost of' Community crude oil sup·pl ies. 
,. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
Prix au 












TALSMAN)ENS GRl.ffE - SPRECtERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GACllP - GAOlPE CU PORTE-PAACl.E 
OMAt.A EKflPOI:0110'1' TYl10'i' - GRU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUEAlJ VAN DE V\OORCM)ERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PREISE·MEIIEUlSE • IITTHlUNB AN Ill PREIIE • PREll·REUAIE • INfDRIATIDN A lA PRESSE 
INIIOINIIH na TON THO • INfDRIAZIDNE Alli ITAIPA • MEIEDHINB AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 24th June 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 150 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product c~tegories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State •. In this 
context the esseritially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
H!phasi sed. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J~w_e_e_k_l_Y~_su_m_·~-~-t_Y~~-' Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 1s.12:7s 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
KOMMISSION:N FOR DE EUROPJEJSKE FilELLESSKABER - KOt.MSSION DER EUROPAISCtEN GE~ 
+ 79 X 
- .4,82 X 
+ 143,76% 
COMMSSION OF TtE ElRlPEAN C0tJMNTES - COM\ISSION DES ~S ElRJPEEIIIES - ErTTPOrl-t TON EYPClllA)<ON KOINOTHTQN 








.. ltiCl'Je <FB)• 
o .. , ... ,L \Dk> 
1>,:11• •II , 1,1 l (4HI; 
,er· . .,, ""''; 
r:-1q,c·i C'Ffl 
r,, .,,, .. , .i ~1 ,.,,. it> 
• 
~;"~•u• ,,,oic•tth h...,.__fr•• •• prh hors taxes 6 la con-tton en aonnaiu nationalH V, .L,111M11~a~ive coe,-...., "rice lev.l1 in nati°"8l currenci••. T••• and dutte1 exclucl.d (I) 
~f'rfx IIU 14.6.82 
PricH .. at I 
_. __ ----. 
I , ••• ,,., .......... lcsence h01'1hle &asoi l Hteur &asoil chauffage Fuel l•1ic1Yel NTS 
"'•••ua g,e1vline le911lar 11111ol ine ~ut0110tive gaaoil Heating psoH l•sidual Fuel Oil NIC 000 &. 1UDO L 1DQO L 1000 L ,_ 
UJ (2) (2) (3) (4) 
1 
' ·------- .... ~ 6.;w 1S.560 14.094 12.829 8.439 




712 652 432 oD>I 
8 t1 i ~6.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
.?.040 1.IJ76,90 1.937,20 1 .855,60 1.135 
24•,12 .!41,34 215,96 205,60 144,07 
387.960 368.112 231.942 IUQia ,L-ir ,,1 
~--:: 
l.1,•e..lMM.r9 (fl) 
3>' o.440 l:i4.ll70 
4.~JU J 14.23D 13.420 12.780 8.235 No:"9rl 'IMI (F~) 922,46 883,48 803,78 742,10 517,40 , , .' i ltili~ed ICtngdoa 0. l . 161J 162,20 175,50 182,10 106,80 
-· --- - ---L.__' 
(1) rrix le plu~ so~v.nt ~r.t1q.,.s et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon lea aeilleur•• e1ti .. tion1 des experts ~es Etats llelllbre1, 
,!u •arch.: i,tc, uliH d• cll•QUe Etat llellbre. 
rr;:h ao•t 11~·.u,, ,tty •h•.111ed aud thua l'epreuntative, of the oil •rket in each llellber State, according to the best 
·~i~1a .. teao of t~ur .'.d.:iunal e.apert•. 
)~ '.'l'l P:h 6 l.t poai,e/rJ:o:, P'ke • 
.;;_;.. •)!. Pr'• pour h1r,·aison de 2'.000 • 5.000 l~tres/PricH for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litrH • 
•... (4~, Prlx p.,ur livrahono lnf•rieures • 2000 tonnes par 1111h ou inUrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix francD cons-teur1. 
Pri~,. iul'" offt .. ku ·.1 leu than 2,000 tons per -th or less than 24,000 tons per ,ear. Delivered Cons .. er PricH. 
• ~:>i..;. •~•'~nu1e/t.01rh::--i ,·. 4 ~•• .. 
~l~c<'i.lX indl;atifs heW... .. o•tres des prh hurs taxes• la cons~,iAINI en .dollars courent1 
nwk~y inc11c•~h• cons1aer price levels in current dollars. TH Mid duties excluded (1) 
Priil au 
Pdtorl •• at 14.6.1982 TA8LEAU z TABLE 
1UiAI I 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L T-
le1,\l11lUI' • 
~·-··i 
, ;/~:'.:.: ;:~~t~:·-1-· :::~~~ ;:~:~!~e I aut::~;:~--==~l :::;:~gc:::::ge =~:!c1:~·:~:t :r~ NSC 
·· t .... _<t'--··-·T -··--.m_ __ -·---""<2::.1!>..._ __ +---<3"'">-----1------'-'<4'"'>-----1 
~· ,. , 1~ 278,50 183,20 337,711 305,96 
a>e .. ~~fic.tit•• 
ILla1 
Fra,.~: 
I ,06. 12 ! 211 ,31 190,28 
285,67 270,33 179, 11 
2'18,92 3D1,92 
~60~38 295,21 




11•1 d :..· ,~-
'.O::.t'./E.f.r. 
a> f!oy.:n .e/,;v, ... ~;• (~, 
I,) liar·a··:on ... y., .. ,.e • 
"-t-r:aioe, ••ri.Jl::ion 1· 
1- ··• I'~ /i .1· .,J ", 
... , ·:u, ~th: .. auy-,•_.,., .. :..11 
,es:.:• od 1:t. 
~->-·•re1ge ,. it1t .() • • :r 
,.,L ~ 1,,:od,i,:ts 
• ·,.t' 'c.1~ ti> 
42~,12 255,50 160,89 
3u4,)6 277,03 169 45 
·i4a,3; 292,66 205:08 
291,i? 270,92 170,7D 
324, 1D 277 ,43 1.78,77 
.546,59 ,• 278,82 194;40 








276,31 294,D4 278,45 177,43 
e 
+ SD X + 69 X + 92 X + 86 X 
(" ~ rri le-1:i: ,.~v .. r ;r:,J.,ii{;"°"it -~,;;;T ;~prts .. nu,tifs, selon les-ie1lleures Ht1aattons des experts des EUU -res, dU aarcllt 
,· ).:r-·l 'r:r d_ C,1.!'<~" i..s:a .. lllt.NJr~ .. 
, r :~ '! a ... st rre<,~,r,!l/ ,har,,, • .:I .. nc:1 thus r,ip,· .. aentative of the oil urket in each lleaber State, according to the best esti .. te1 of 
t,,.,. ', ~~;'--.~l e-x,~, :s. 
~;. ~ p, ·.,.. • l• 4>0...,..e, ~ ua.., .., •• ,c.., 
O, Pr P i.,u· ·: ,,a s -11 d•· "'.:.O, a ;,.IAJ( Licrea., Priers for deliv<'liH of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(',; 11:·'• •· .• r .i•ra1r,., 1nftde .. ,.,· i ,uou L':Jnne. i:.er aois ou inftrie~re • 24.DOO tonnes par an. Prix franco cons-teurs. 
P, 'c•. ,.,r .oft.f . .,3 ,,f ,us ~~a., ?,ao,, lon,. p,r •onth or lns than 24,DOD tons per y.ear. Delivered cons .. er Price,. 
(',) L,- .oy-n c!sulte a'u-.e ;.o,tdc!·at ;o,. db """"titb conso•ates de ch•que produit concernt au cours de 
It· ., '• ~f 11.i,,ht'.ng t~e pri.u c,f _tht- prooucts cor,cerned by the quantit;..s consuaed during the period 
,' ... ~ 
c,.·,t , 1.: d'appro1,i s i .nne~nt en brut de la c.-.,,,..il.t. 
r F ,'oat of ~°"'"""' · t) trude oH supplies, 
Prix .u 









TALSMAl>OENS GRUPPE - SPRECHEAGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GAO.FE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
CMA.t:.A EKnPOI:Oll()'( TYl10'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• •• • • • • • ••••• • •• • •• • • ·-e • • •• • ••• • • •• 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
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• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSf·MfDDIUlSf • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INfDRMAZIDNf AllA STAM PA· MHIDHING AAN DI Pf RS 
Brussels, 17th June 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 149 ~~Ir: 'II 
The weekly oil bullet-in, published by thi:> Commission, gives the Latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Com:,,i.mity as a l.Jhole. The Comr,iission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved tran~pc.1rency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
in.ternatiohal price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover,. it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categor·ies of consumer no account is taken of rnarket structures, (the 
prod~ct categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distributio~ which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SC.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution Cin %) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 83 % 
1,20 % 
+ 1~3,76 % 
---
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUAOPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENf\ES - EnlTPOflH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE .COMUNITA 'EUROPEE - C0Mtv1SSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
:,:·.,, 
RiVttiUk iriditii•ts hEbd0fflidl1ftS Bes pfii horS ·t~xeS a·ta !OHs8mmitioH en mOnna,es ~at,onales Ci) 
Weekly, indicative consumer price level, in rational currencies. Tax end duties excluded (1) 




• Essence super ,Essence norma le .Gasoil moteur ,. Gasoil ehauffage Fuel Residual Hl 
' / ' Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heatil'g gasol l Residual Fuel-Oil 
i 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l.- · Tonne 
·; (2) (2) , (2) (3) (4) ... 
! 14.094 12.829 8.439 BColgique (FB) * 15.960 15.240 ; 2.310 1.585 De'lr:iark (OK} 2.555 2.490 2.515 
., 
Oeuu::hl~nd COM) 662 601 712 654 436 
l:ttus (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17 .318 10.~05 
l f ranee (FF) 2.023 1.893,90 1.894,70 · 1.810,50 1.135 
.. ~ 
:, rrelund (Irish 1£) 247,33 236,89 233,56 205,80 ;I 145,63. 
'. It.ilia (Lire) •• 375.260, . 332.890 -366.220 . · 348.037 231.575 
' 13.;420 12.780 8.235 
.i Luxcn:bourg (FL) 14.930 14.230 .. 
;, Neacrlcnd (Fl) 922,46 883,48 803,78 742,10 517 ,40 ; 
' IJni~cd Kingdom (( 168 162~20 177,50 18?~10 107 
•' I 
I 
.. ! (1) 
' 
Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi 
~!troti~r de chaque Etat m~mbre 
Pri ees r:iost frequently cha r.ged and thus 
csti~atcs of the national experts • 
representatifs,sEl.on les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Mer:i~s, du marche 





f'ri x a la pomp~ 
Pur:i~ price . 
Prix pour livraison de 2.00C 6 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres i (4) f'ri x pour l ivra i sons inferi cures b 2000 tonnes par moi s 
Prices for offt3kes of less than 2,000 tons per r:ionth 
ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco consomm.iteurs. 
or less than 24,000 tons· per year. Delivered ConsuMr Prices. 















almoyenne /aver age (5) 
t) Variation moyenne % 
average variation% 
7.6.82. /15.12.78 
ic)Variat ion moyenne su, 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
at l 5 pr·oducts 
7.6.82 ,,s_n_7s 
----· 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a ta consommation en dollars eourants 


















+ 59 X I 
Prix au 
















+ 51 X 
I 
















+ 72 ,: 










































.1) rr,x les plus souvent prat1Ques et a,ns., repr4sentat,f!io sEl.on les me1lleures est,mat,ons des exper,s des Etats Membres, du marche 
petrolicr de chaQue Etat mcmbre 
Prices most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market ;n,, each Member State,aecording to the best estimates of 
the nat~on~l experts. 
:?> Prix a la pompe. Purop price , 
:;> Prjx ~our ljvrajson ~e 2.900 a 5.000 Li!res. Prices.tor d~li~e,ies of ~,000 to 5,000 Litres • 
. ~> Frix ~01Jr l1vra1son 1nf6r1eure b 2000 ~onncs par mo,s ou 1nfer1eure i ,4.000 tonnes par an ~Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for otttakes of less than 2,000 tons per me-nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consumer Prices 
·s> La mo)·<nne rcsulte d'une ponderation . des quantites consomll'0 es de chaque prod1.it concerne nu cpurs •L'a1111U 19BOi 
iho re-.ult of ,;eighting the pric"• of the products concerned by the quar,-tities consumed during the period ,1!180. 
* Prix aaxi•aux/Naxi•ua Prices. 
tout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Communautt 




Price as at. 
Prix au 













TALSMMOENS GRl.PPE - SPRECtERGRU'PE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROlPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
CIMA/J.A EKllPOIClllOY TYnO'i' - GRU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE VYOORCVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
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PRISSl·MIIDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INIIDINDIH na TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Bruxelles, 1st July 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 151 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over ti~e of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer perio~. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; althoug~ valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the · 
product categories reported are not in every iase representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), qua.lity specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 76 % 
3,80 % 
+ 143,76 x. __ _ 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMLtWJTES EUROPEENl'-ES - ErllTPOflH TON EYPOllAIKON KONOTHTON 






•1veau11 inclicatifa llelldolYdaires des prix hors taxes l la consoaaation en IIO~ies nationales 
lleekl1 indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded <f> 
ffableau hebdoaaclai re> 
.Prh au : 21.6.1982 
PrfcH Hat 
V 
TABlEAU 1 TAILE 






1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
1tl1icaue <Fe>• 16.360 15.560 14.094 12.829 8.439 
..... r. (Dlt) 2.635 2.570 2.515 2.310 1.585 
hut1clllancl '(DN> 730 669 727 651 429 





,ranee (ff) 2.040 1.876,90 1.937,20 1.855,60 . 1.135 
Ireland <Irish IU 244,n 241,34 215,96 205,f 144,07 
Italia (Lire) 396.440 354.070 387.960 368.112 232.342 
LuxHbourg (FL) 14.930 14.230 / 13.420 12.780 8.235 
tlederland (Fl) 964,83 917,37 813,95 752,10 517,44 
United ltingdoa <ID 11t- 171,80 175,50 190,40 110,30 
C1) Prtx le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, 1elon·l11 .. tlleure, 11ti .. tions des esperts des Etats Hellbre,, 
du .. rcllt pttrolier de chaque Etat llellbre • 
. Prices IIOSt frequentl1 changed and thus representative, of tJi• oil .. rket tn each lellber State, according to the best 
1stiaat11 of the national experts. ' 
·! CZ> Prh l la poape/PUIIIP price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieur11 • 2000 tonnes par IIOi• ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes per en. Prtx franco conS0111M1t1urs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aontll or less than 24,000 tons per ,,ar. telivered Consuaer Prices. 
• Pri1 aaxi .. u1/llaxi11U11 P.rices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdcilladaires des prix hors taxes• la con1C111111tion en dollars courar.ts 






ltlgique • 344,13 
tanurk 307,02 







United Kingdoa 307,93 
c.E.1.11.1.c. 303,63 
a> lloyenne/Avtrage (5) .. 
b) variation IIOyenne X 
Average variation X 
21.6.82 /15.12.78 + 58 X 
c) Variation aoyennt sur 
lH 5 produits 
Average variation for 
ell S products .. 
21.6.82 115.12.7!_ 
Prix au • 21.6 1982 
Prices as at • • 
Essence noraal• luoil 110teur 
Regular gasoline autoaotive gasoil 
















+ 53 X + 65 X ' 
,. 


















+ 88 X 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 














+ 82 X 
n, rr11 les plus souvent pr1t1ques et 11nJ1 reprnentat1Ts, selon les aeHleures est1aat1ons des experts des Etau lleabres, du aarcllt 
pttrolier de chaque Etat lle•bre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil .. rket in ~ach Hellber State, according to the best esti .. tt1 of 
the national experts. 
(2) Prix • la p099e/ Puap price 
<J> Prix pour livraison de 2.000 •'5.000 litres.I Pricts for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftriture • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per IIOnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
CS) La aoyenne r•sulte d'une pond•ration des quantit•s ~onsoaaees de chaque produit concern• au cours de 
The result of vtighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed during the period 
* Prix •••i•au1/Haxi•u• pr,~es. 
CoGt CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut dt la CONUnautt 
ClF Colt of C-ity crude' oi_l supplies. • 
Prix 1u 

















IULL£TIN PETROLlER CEE NO. 151. 
l!C OIL BULLETIN NO. 151 
Prix c.A.F. moyens de l'approvisionnement en petrole brut de la Communaute 
en I par baril. , 
Average c.I.F. prices ~f Community supplies of crude oil in I per barrel 
BEL J)EN 
4e Trim 78 13,95 13,92 4th Q 78 
1e Trim 79 14,10 15,12 1st Q 79 
2e Trim 79 
2nd Q 79 16,65 18,20 
3e Trim 79 20,10 22,42 3rd Q 79 
4e Trim 79 22,47 24,75 4th Q 79 . 
1e Trim 80 27,98 31,92 1st Q 80 
2e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 2nd 1 80 
3r Trim 80 
- 34,64 3rd Q 80 
4e Trim 80 
- 35,24 4th Q 80 
1e Trim 81 
- 38,50 1st Q 81 . 
2e Trim 81 
- 37,53 2nd Q 81 
3e Trim 81 
-
34,69 3rd Q 81 
.. 
4e Trim 81 . 
4th Q 81 - 35,48 
1e Trim.82 - 34,42 
1st Q.82 
(1) Base 4e Trtmestre 1978 = 100 



















,RN4 IRE ITAL NETH U.K. EEC 
I/bbl 
14,19 13,88 13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 
14,84 14,80 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 
- ~ ~ 17,,11 16,65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 
21,!2 20,16 20.,,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
24,18 23,11 23,12 24,20 24,05 24,20 
-~ 
30;63 128,54 29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 
32,38 31,10 31i,!O 32,06 33,25 32,45 
.-
133~90 B2,"19 132,69 33,76 34,21 33,85 
~~.,25 133,49 '33,6'9 35,16 34,95 34,92 
-~7,-30 l!.S,90 i 1$6,,85 -36,70 37,5S 37,45 
~7,76 137,11 136,,82 37,53 37,51 37,39 
36,41 - 65,52 35,38 35,01 35,65 
t 
M,07 - ,134,:89 35,49 35,63 35,62 
zs;-99 
-



















TALSMAt,llENS GRI.PPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GFIC)U)- GflOU)E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
. CN!At:.A EKllPOrOllOY TYflO'i' - GRI.PPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUEAU VAN OE 'AOOROVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
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PRISSl·MIDDllllSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rll TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNI Alli STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 8th July 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 152 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development o~er time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any iAstant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative_ of 
internationat price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited e,ven if ·fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; althougti valid for identical products sold to the same 
. ,,, . 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which a~e ~nique io each Member State. In this 
context the essenti~lly indicativ~.nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. ~ 
.,, 
A detailed methodology ,.will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand Ctel~phone 235.34.50,) 
J Week Ly summary ·: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared wiih previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 76% 
+ 143,76% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlNTIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - 811TPOllH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNTA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·• 
l . -·---· ·- -·. ···1 METHODOLOGY _ ' ·, 
Tfl!t ·COllllission Otl Bulletin indicates ·: 
1. Each week -- , 
.. •> the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices i~ 
each Member state and for the Community as a whole, for the following principal 
oil products and consumer types: 
- premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the puq,; 
.:. 
- heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
- residual fuel oil (maxi111U11 sut,ph.ur content) delivered prices for (small> 
consumers with offt:akes of le.ss than ,2.000 metric tons per month or less 
th an 2 4. 000 met r i c tons per :Y!!r .• 
These price level.s are indic:at,ed in nati.onal currencies (Table 1 > and in current 
dollars (Table 2-). In the l:at:1:Br ~ :tne .bulletin also indic.ated for the 
Community as a whole, th.e .per.c:ent~ .cnang.e from mid December 1978 in the 
price of each product.,. and in the .-aver:ag.:e for all the products considered 
weighted according to the:i'r .cons.uaip.tion .during ,a .41+ven period. • 
b> the cif cost level af Conmwnity crude .uil ::supplies, calculated at the 
date of land{ng (Table 3). This is a welg'ht-ed average which includes 
Community produced crude oils .cons.umed wittdn the pr.educing member state 
and based on the actual strj);.t.ure ot Comauni·ty s.upply and thJ. prices 
actual Ly paid for the crude oi.l:S concern.ea Ci . ...e. including both rebates and 
premia>. Data for thf.s -caLculati.on are :a.btatried in the main, from the monthly 
declarations made unde°r' the tolllltfflity· ,&ys.tn for the registration of crude 
oil iq,orts. · · 
2. Each Month 
-,, 
Average ruling prices (and the tae-s anct duties applica.~le) fo national currency 
-for principal oil products in each me-mber st.ate ai at t'he 15th of the previous 
. month (Table 4>. For the ..same date, this table also shows the rates of 
exchange against the- dollar· and the .European Unit of Account to facilitate 
• .. coq,arison, if desired, between 'Membe'r stlftes.. 
- 3.-.. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and 'the indetced :evolution ·since the first quarter 
of ·1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 = 100), of the average CIF price of crude oil supply 
for each Member state and for the Community as a whole. 
These average CIF prices, obtaine.d•thrmugh application.. of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a ,Commission iq,lementing decision of 1977 on price transparency, 
are derived from oil co~any de.clarati.on.s re.ceived by the Commission via . 
Member states; these data cover at least 85 X of crude oil imports and inc'tude 
local crude production. Average ·quarterly cost.s for each type of crude are 
weighted by the quantities actua.ll:y 5uppl,e.d us'ing the officia~ market rates 
of exchange to obtain the most repr,es:errtative 'S.upply cost indications. 
Finally table 6 shows, by Member ,~r.y ;rand for the Community, the iq,orted 
supply cost of the main petroleum pr . o.du:ct.s. This cost figure is also 
available in accordance with t·he r,equtr-em.ent-s of Community documents on the 














: .. ·; 
.. 
•ive1ux indic1tif1 hebdollad1ires des prix hors taxes. la conso .. 1tion en IIOllnlies n1tion1Les 
Weekly indicative consuaer price Levels in national currencies. T111 and dutfe1 excludtd (1) 
(Tableau hebdolladaire> 
- Essence noraale Essence super 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.360 15.560 
Danaark (DK) 2.635 2.570 
Deutschland (DM> 767 705 
Elles (DR) 28.612 26.625 
France (FF) 2.040 1.876,90 
Ireland (Irish It) 244,72 241,34 
Italia (Lire)·· 396.440 354.070 
Luxellbourg < FL) 14.'130 14.230 
Nederland <Fl) 964,83 917,37 
United Kingdon <It> 185,20 177,50 
~Prix au 
Prices as at 
6asoi L 11oteur 




























TABLEAU ·1 TABLE · 
Fuel Residuel HTS 












(1) Prix le plus souvent pratlquts et al~si reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Meabres, 
du march6 pttrolier de chaque Etat Mellbre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket In each Mellber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. · 







(3). Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inf6rieures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par'an. Prix franco conso ... teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Pric,s. 
* Pr;x 11ax;maux/Maximum price!. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires d,s prix hors ~axes• la cdnsonunation en dollars courants 




. 1000 L 
Prix au 
Prices as at 28.6.1982. 
Essence noraale : Gasoit aoteur 
Regular gasoline· automotive gasoil 




1-000 L -~ .. 
I 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 




m •;I (2) (2) (3) 
'~-r-1 Belgique* 344,92 328,06 , 292,43 265,80. Danaark 306,03 298,49 292,10 268,29 184,08 Deutsch land 307 ,84 282,96 299,01 262,49 172, 18 El las 408,97 .. 380,57 247 ,54 247,54 155,87 
France 295,07 271,48 280,20 268,40 164,17 
Ireland 337,96 333,29 298,24 283,93 198,96 . 
Italia 282,86 252,63 276,81 262,65 166, 16 
Luxe11bourg 314,77 300,02 282,94 269,44 173,62 
Nederland 350,27 333,04 295,49 273,04 187 ,85 
United Kingdom 317A1 304,40 304,40 326,53 188,47 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
•> Moyenne/Average (5) 308,35 289,38 289,14 271,43 . 173,07 
b) Variation •oyenne X e 
Average variation X . 
+87% +82% 28.6.82 /15.12.78 +60% +57X +66% . 
c) Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
I Average variation for .. I· : +76X all 5 produr.ts 
28.6.82 /15.12.78 
(1) ' ' ' ' Prix les plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les 11e1lleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du march6 





Price5 most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil 11arket ,n each Member State, according to the best esti•ates of 
the national experts. · 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price' 
Prix pour livra;son de 2.000 a 5.000 litres.I Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix po•Jr livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par·moi.s oa inferieure ·a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consOtllmateurs. 
Pric~s for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than•24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenn~ rtsulte d'une ponderation des quantites conso .. ees de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 1980 
The r~sult of weiqhting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1980 
• Prix mox;r.aux/Maximum prices. .--------. TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut de la C0111111unaute. 
CIF Cost of co .. unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 
Price as 1t 
Prix au 





13,87 107, 76 
33,81 +/-249,52 
·' 
TALSMAl>OENS GRlPPE - SPRECtEAGAUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ>- GROU'E DU PORTE-FVIROLE 
OMAllA EKnPOrOllOY TYl10'i' - GAU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·IEDDHHSE • IITTHlUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INfORIATIDN A LA PRESSE 
INIIOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAIPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 15th July 1982. 
'-/'{/7,'f// 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 153· 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
method~ of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.1?..78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMtdSSK)N DER ElR>PAISCt-EN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSKlN OF THE ElR)PEAN COMMLNTIES - COM~ DES ~S EU'IOPEEI\N:S - Ef1TPOllH TON EYPOOAIKON KOINOTHTON 
CQMMISSIC)t,.E DELLE COMNTA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN __ - - - ---






-N1ve1ux tndtc1tifs hebdollldltres des prix hors taxes I l1 cons1111111tion en 110111111es n1tion1le1 
Weekly indicative cons1111er price levels in national currencies. T1xe ind duties excluded <i> 
5.7.1982. 
TABLEAU ·1 TABLE · (Tableau hebdoaadlire> 
~Prix IU 
Prices IS 1t 
Essence super Essence noraale 6esoil aoteur 61sotl ch1uff1ge Fuel Restduel HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residull Fuel Oil HSC 
- 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.040 15.240 13.870 12.607 8.735 
Danurk (DK) 2.695 2.625 2.515 2.310 1.610 
Deutschl1nd (DN) 767 705 744 654 445 
Ellas (DR) 28.612 26.625 !i.318 17.318 10.905 
France (FF) 2008,80 1847,90 1.913,60 1.838,70 1.205 
Ireland <Irish It) 244,72 241,34 215,96 205,60 144,07 
Ital i• (Lire>·· 426.100 383.,730 397,520 377.,409 236.,878 

















Nederland (fl) 947,88 900,43 797,01 736,10 529,19 
United Kingdoa (It) 177,50 169,80 177,50 190,40 109,50 
<1> Prix le plus souvent pratiqu,s et ainsi repr,sen\atifs, 1elon les aeilleures esti•1tions des expe~ts des Et1ts lleabre1, 
du .. rch, p,trolier de cheque Etat Nellbre. • · 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil .. rket in each Nellber State, according to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. · 
(2) Prix I la polll)e/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour Uvraison de 2.000 l 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures l 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures l 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix fr1nco cons1111111teurs. 
·Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons oer •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cons1111er Prices. 
• Prix aaxiaaux!Naxia1111 prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes I la consoaaation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and dutie~ excluded (1> 












a> Noyenne/Average (5) 
b) 
c) 
Variation aoyenne % 
Average variation% 
5·.1.82 11s.,2.18 
Variation moyenne sur 
.les 5 produ, ts 
Average variation for 


















Prices as at : 5•7•1982 • 

































TABLEAU 2 TABLE. 
Fuel Residual HTS 

















<1> Prix les plus souvent prat1quts et a,ns, reprtsentatifs, selon les ae,lleures est1aatio~s des experts des Etats Nellbres, du aarcht 
p,trolier de chaque Etat "embre. 
Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each Neaber State according to the best esti .. tes of 
the national experts. ' 
(2) Prix i la poape/ Pump price 
(3) Prix pour livreison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres.I Prices for deliveries ~f 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraison inf,rieu,e i 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieure • 24.COl'I tonnes par an. Pri, 4ranco consoa .. teurs. 
(5) Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons pe~ aonth or less than 24,C,OO t(!ns per year. l)elivered con$U11er Prices. La 110yenne r•sulte d'une pond•ration des quant1tes conso ... tes de chaque prnduit concernt au cours de l'annte 1911) 
The result of weighting the prices of the products con;erned by the quantities consumed during the period 1980. 





CoOt CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut de la co .. unautt. 
CIF Cost of Co11111unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price es at 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
avri l 1982 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN Ill PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfORMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 23 July 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 154 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date rel~ting to price develo~ment in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bl,llletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards ~mmunity oil markets. 
The figures given in each bull~tin follo~ ihe dev~lopment over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may. not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparisoh is limite~ even if fluctuations:in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every ca~e representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially ind~cative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
\ 
A detailed methodology will be appended tJ the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Sul-let in is free.Ly available on demand (telephone 235.31 •• 50.) 
J Weekly summary : Evol~tion (in%) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMt.tSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMtvtSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMfl.tSSION DES ~S EIJ'IOPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAIKON KONOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

,IHveaux 1ndicattf1 ltebclolllda1re1 des pr1x hors wxes • la consoaatian en IIClfflliff nat1anales 





Prices as at 12.7.1982. 
·' Essence super Essence noM1ale &asoH. aoteur &asoil chauffage Fuel ..:s1duel NTI 





















1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belg1QUe (Fl)* 16.040 15.240 13.870 12.607 8.735 
Danaark (OK) 2.900 2.830 2.585 .. 2.375 1 .• 670 
Deutschland CDII> 766 704 741 654 . ~o 
Elles foR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 .. 17~318 10.905 
France (FF) 2008,80 1847,90 1.913,60 1.138,70 1.205 · 
Ireland (Irish~> 244,80 241,25 215,20 205,60 143,76 
Ital fa (Lire)·· 426.100 383,730 397,520 3n.40, 238.221 
Luxellbourg (FL) 14.930 ; 14.230 13.420 12.780 8.235 
Nederland (Fl) 947,88 90!),43 797,01 736,10 529,19 
United Kingdoll <~> 175,60 168,00 177,50 190,40 109,10 
I (1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats lleabres, 
du aarcht pttrolier de cheque Etat Mellbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil ••rket in each Netlber State, ac:cordfng to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
(2> Prix• la poape/Puap price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litrei. 
.. i (4) Prix pour livraisons inftrhures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inUdeures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco con~teurs. 
, Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
. 
* Prix .. xia1ux/M1xi11U11 prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebd<>11ad1ires des prix hors taxes• la consoaaation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excludea (1) 
(Tableau hebdolladaire> - Prix au 
Pri en IS It : 12.7.1982 
•' 
I TAil.EAU TABLE 2 I· 
Essence super Essence noraale 6asoil aoteur &asoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoi l Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique* 342,35 325,27 ' . 296,03 269,07 . 186,43 
Denmark .. 340,67 332,45 303,67 279,00 196, 18 
Deutsch land 311,06 285,88 300,91 265,58 178,68 
Elles 412,15 383,53 249,46 249,46 157,08 
France 293,53 270,02 279,62 268,67 ,176,07 
Irelend 342,23 337,27 300,85 287,43 200,97• 
Italie 309,04 278,31 \ 288,~1 273,73 172,78 
I 
Lu1e111bourg 331,67 314,17 286,43 272,7'1 175,76 
Nederland 349,06 331,58 293,50 271,07 194,87 
United Kingdoa 304,70 291,51 308,00 330,38 189,31 
I C.E.E.IE.E.C. I 
! ·•> lloyenne/Average (5) 310,59 290,47 293,07 274,83 . 179,47 
I b) Var;at;on aoyenne % 
' 
t 
i Average variation% +61% +58% , +68% +90% +BU 
12.7.1982/15.12.78 
c> Variat;on aoyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
I· Average variation for +80% ell 5 products 
12.7.1982/15.12.78 
C1> Prix Les plus souvent pratiquis et eins, reprtsentat1fs, selon Les ae;lleures est1a1tions des experti des Etats Mltibres, du aarcht . 
petrolier de chaque Etet Meabre. , 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each Member State, according to the best estiaates of 
the national • experts. 
: <2> Prix i la pOllfle/ Puap price ' 
I (3) Prix pour· livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Pr;ces for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres • 
. (4) Prix pour Uvreison foftr.ieure • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftri.eure i '24.000 tonnes, par an. Prix franco cons-teurs. 
1 
' Pr;c,s for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per yt1r. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
·: <S> La aoyenne resulte d'une ponderat1on des quentiUs consouees de cheque produ1t concernt au cour1 da l'..._ 1911> 















' . . . ~ 
-~ 
.', 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut de la C<>1111unautt. 
·cIF Cost of Coaaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au avril 1982 
Price as at April 1982 
Evolution CX> 
12.7.82 /15.12.78 
~rix de vente des produi ts p~troliers en aonnaies nationales 
Selling Prices of Petroleum Products in National currencies. 
Prix moyens pratiqu~s au 15 aai 1982 
SIT 




<Tableau aensuel) Average of prices ruling as at 15th "ay 1982 









:tal ia CL ire) 
.uxembourg (FL) 
lederland (FL) 




:l Las CDR) 
ranee (FF) 




1. KingdC1m (ll) 
· Essence super Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) -
Taxes Hors taxes Pr1x de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Sellinq Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
15.360 14.440 29.800 15.160 13.640 28.800 
2.895,57 2.514,43 5.410 2.881,15 2.448,85 5.330 
658 628,50 1.286,50 649,94 566,46 1.216,40 
15.187,72 28.612,28 43,1100 ~3.074,43 26.625,43 39.700 
2.307 2.023 4.330 2.166, 10 1.893,90 4.060 
266,48 244,72 511,20 265,86 241,34 507,20 
584.740 375.260 960.000 577.110 332.890 910.000 .. 
10.680 13. 720 24.400 10.610 12.990 23.600 
852,86 863, 14 1.716 845,85 824,15 1.670 
202,10 156,30 358,40 201,10 149,50 350,60 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
- Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
1.994 11. 726 13. 720 - 8.099 8.099 
947,87 2.312,13 3.260 410 1.583 1.993 
102,96 647,70 750,66 15 443,79 458,79 
2,381,67 17318,33 19.700 405 10.905 11.310 
490,39 1.810,10 2.300,49 47 1.127 1.174 
15,30 205,60 220,90 10,14 144,07 154,21 
86.983 347.586 434.569 1.000 228.651 . 229.651 I 610 12.300 12.910 100 8.683 8.783 
171,29 726,10 897,39 11, 11 520,24 531,35 
7,7 180,40 188,10 7,93 104,34 112,27 
(1) Pr1x a la pompe/Pump pr1ce 
<2> Livraisons de ~000 a 5000 L,/Deliveries of .2,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de moins 2000 tonnes par mois et de moins de 24.000 tonnes par an 
Of~takcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or ·le ~s than 24,00C ton, per year • 
• 
· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without taxes Sell ina Price 
8.586 13.094 21.680 
n .001,97 2.558,03 3.560 
588,27 683,13 1.271,40 
- 17.318,33 -
.355,30 1 .894,70 3.250 ' 
194,64 215,96 410,60 
89.780 366.220 456.000 . 
4.370 12.930 17.300 
379,47 788,53 1.168 
178,90 176,90 355,80 
S = 43,2025 FB - 7,7575 CD - . 
2,2880 DM - 5,9675 FF - 1.272 L 
0,6609 ~ irl - 2,5445 FL -
0,5473 ~ angl - 62,56 DR 
tecu = 45,0081 FB - 8,08171 CD -
UCE 2,38362 D" - 6,21690 FF -
1.325,16 Lires -




TALSMANDENS GRUPPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ>- GROlPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
0/,A/lA EKnPO:rnnov TYflOY' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - 8IJlEAU VAN DE WCXJRDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
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PR1ss1-11001ut···s. 1 -]11n111uNG AN 011 PR1ss1 • PRISS·RHIAS. I· INfDlmRiRV 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYD8 • INfORMAZIDNI Alli STAMPA • IIDIDHING AAN D P 
'.. :''·· 
Brussels,29 July 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.155 L/ V/7, 'f / 1 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on dem~nd (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted averag~ pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





KOMMISSK)NEN FOR DE EUROM:ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCI-EN GEMEff>CHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlNTES - COMtdSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EmPOllH TON EYPO!lAi<ON KOINOTHTQN 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COtvMSSE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN · 
'6ivuua illdicaeifs lltl>cloludatres des pria hors tares • l• consouation en "''""•in natlo,.ales 




Prices as at 
19.7.1982 
. Essence su;,er Essence nor•ale &noil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residutl 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive g4AQ.il_ Muting gasoil IHidual Fuel 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1COO L Tonne 
{2) (2) (2) {3) (4) 
Belgique (F8)* 16.520 15.640 13.574 12.308 8. 735 
(DIC) - 2.830 2.585 2.375 Dan~.ark 2.900 1.670 
Ceutschland CD") 765 703 , 740 637 ;.31 
, l las (OR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.3~8 10.905 
; 1'4f1Ce (ff) 2.067,80 .. 1.906,90 1.972,60 1.898,60 1.2JS 
: ·da~d (Irish fl) 244,80 241,25 215,20 205,60 I 146,44 
Ital i.o <Li re) 426. 1,00 383.730 39?.520 377.443 241.065 
Lu,obourg (FL) 15.540 14.720 n.,:o 12. 780 8.~lS 
Ned~rland (fl) 947 ,88 900,43 797 ,01 
I 
736, 10 521,14 
;;niud Kingdo1:1 (II'.) 168,00 160,30 177 ,50 190,40 108,70 
I 
Ct) Prix le plus souvent DretiQu•s et ainsi repr•sentatifs, selon l\s aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats "ellbres, 
du •arch• p•trolier dt coaque Etat Nembrt. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each "e•:,er State, according to the best 
esti•ates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompe/Pvm? price. 
(3) Prix po~r livr~ison de 2.000 • S.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 l·tres. 
(.,) Psix pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures II 24.000 tonne,. par a~. Prix franco conso ... teurs. 
Pr'ces for offtak~s of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per ye.,r. Delivered tonsuaer Prices. 
• Pl'i• aaxiaaux/Nuiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes~ la consonaoation en d~llars courants 














Uni ud Kingdom 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a> l'loyenne I A,erage CS) 
bl Variation moyenne X 
Averag~ variation X 
7 19.7.82 /15.12 •. 8 
c) Vd~iar,on ~oy~nne sur 
!.ta 5 prvdv1ts 
Averagp var1ation for 






E,senl t .. ·per Essence normal, I Pr .. 11i gasot ine Regular gasoline 
1000:. 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
!S1, 78 333,04 
340,47 332,25 
3i,65 285,48 





348, 72 331,27 I 
292,83 279,41 i 
I 309,56 289,90 +61% +58X 
Ga~oil moteur 
J 
Gasoit chauffage I F1...e,l P.es, ,j.,.j l HTS 
1utomot1ve gasoil Heat,~g gasoil I Residual ..:...,el Oil HSC I 
1000 L---... 1GOJ l I Tc.one 
,~> 0) I (4) .. /89,05 £'6? ,09 186 ,uo 
30!,49 278,83 196,C6 
300,SO 258,tS i75,G2 
249.48 249,48 157,C9 
267,78 ?16,98 "75,79 
300,85 287,43 204, 72 
2&8,26 273,70 j 17.,81 
i'85, 77 272, 14 , 17;,36 
293,?2 270,81 I 191,72 2'.)9,39 331,88 189,47 
294, 1 i 274,80 
'-
179,S9 
·•69% •90X +88X 
I +?9X 
(,) Pn, :es pl.;, SOU.Mt ~cat,ques et a,ns, r.eprtsentatifs, selon les 0>eitCeur-;s estimatio~s des experts des Etats l'le11bres, du ••rche 
~e~rc~1e~ d• cha~~e Etdt ~r~~re. 
<5) 
Pc·ces '"Ost fre~,;ently ,~arged •nd thus representative of the oil 111arket ir ,,.,er, l'lember Sta'te, accorc:1ing to th• best esti•ates of 
tn~ ~atio~al experts. 
~~ix a ,a pc~~e! ~um, prict 
?rix p:._r livra,son de Z.000 a 5.000 litres.I Prices fer deliveries .. t 2,000 to ~,uJO litres. 
Prix. po:..i:- livrdiscn infer'ltureo a 20JO t~nr·es par mc1.; ov inferieure o 21..l~O tonnes par an. Prix franco consc:r.mateurs. 
Pr,,es far ocftakes of Less than 2,0CC tans per month or less than 2,,000 tons per year. Delivereo C•~s,·:t Prices. 
La rr.cyc~nr rtsulte d'1..nc ponoe-ratlon des c;,.;antite,s consommees de ch.::.q1..oi: pr~cuit concC"rne au cours de~:._:!! 
the rf:vlt of weighting th• prices of the products concerned by the Quant1tie~ consumed dur1ng the period~ 
Prix m~Kimaui/Mlxjfflv• pr~ces. 
I i lABd:'A.J 
TASl.E 
-·---
Cout CAF d'•pprov;sionnement en brut de l• COllllunautt. 
CIF Cost of co .. unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
Prh au avri l 198? 
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PBISSl·MHOIUtSI • MITIHLUNli AN DIE PRISSE • PRESS·REUASE • INfORMATIDN Ill PRESSE 
·aNAIDINDIH rll:10 TYRO •'.INfDRMAZIDNE AlU STAMPA • MEDEDEUNG AAN DI PERS 
- · vwi~ 
Brussels, 5th August 1982 
,•.; 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 156 LIBRARY 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of.consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the but.letin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.3~.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 82% 
compared with previous week i +3 .80% 
20) Weighted average CH cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 +137.85% 
-----
---·--
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KO,,MSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEJNSCHAFTEN 
COlv'IMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMldSSK)N DES ~s EUROPEENNES - EmPOnH TON EYPOflAkON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMtvlSSE _ VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
--------------------------- ------ ------
~iveaux indlcatifs hebdollaclairts des prix hors taxes• le conso .. ation en aonnaies nationales 
weekly indicative cons1111er price levels in national currencies. Texe and duties excluded C1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadairt) 
~Prix au 
Prices u at 
26.7 .• 1982. 
TABLEAU ·1 TABLE · 
Essence noraale Gasoil aoteur Gasoil chauffage I Essence super Fuel Residuel HTS I 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
' 
Belgique <FB>• 16.200 15.320 13.574 12.308 8.735 
Danaarlc (DK) 2.900 2.830 2.585 ·2 • .375 1.670 
-
Deutschland (DN) I 777 714 740 634 428 Ellu (DR) ~8.,612 26.625 . 17 .318 17.318 10.905 France (FF) 2.067,80 1.906,90 1.972,60 1.898,60 1.205 
Ireland Urhh It) 244,80 241,25· 215,20 205,60 146,44 
Italia <Li re)·· 426.100 .38.3.730 397.520 377.443 241,275 
Luxellbourg <FL> 15.540 14.720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
Ntdtrl•nd (Fl) 947,88 900,43 797,01' 736,10 521,14 
United Kingdot1 Cit> 162,20 154,50 · 175,50 I 190,40 108,30 
<1> Prix le plus 101111,nt pratiquts et 1in1i reprtsentet1fs, stlon lea ••illeur11 estimation• des experts des Etats Neabres, 
du mareht pttroller de ·chaque Etat Membrt. 
Prices aost frequentlt changed and thus rpprtsentative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
e,timates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix • la poape/Pu111p pric•· 
<3> Prix pour lfl,rahon de i'.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 lltru. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered ConSU111tr Prices. 
• Prix ••xiaaux/Naxia\111 prices. 
N:veaux indicetifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes• la consolllftllltion en dollars courants 












a> Moyenne/Average (5) 
b) Var,ation moyenne % 
AvHage var·;ation % 
26.7.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 pro-Juits 
Ave ·age variation for 





















Prices es et 26.7.1982. 
Essence nor11ale Gasoil moteur 
Regular gasoline automotive gasoil 
































TABLEAU 2 1,. TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 















"cf)"1rix tes plus souvent prat1qufs ~t a1ns, reprtsentatifs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marche 
petrol ie·· c;! chaque Etat Me11bre. 
Prices most fr~qJent,y chargeJ end thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estiaates of 
the national experts. 
(2) Prix i la pompe/ P~mp price 
(Jl Pr'x pour livr~fson de 2.000 • S.000 litre,./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pri r. ~our l ivrai son :nfeneure • 2000 tonnes par moi s ou inferieure ii 24 .000 tonnes .,ar an. Prix franco conlommateurs. 
Pr-ices fo: <>Oftakes of l"ss than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu11er Prices. 
CS> Lt ao,enne rPsutte d'une ponjeration des quantites tonsommtes de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 1981 
T~.e r.,ult o' w,iightir.g t:,e prices of the products concerned by the quaoitlties consur.ied during the period 198l 
• Pri~~ maximawc/Maxlmum ,,ices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d·e.,provisionneae-,t en brut de la CONUneutt. 
CIF Cc.st <>f Comaunity crude oil suppl 111. 
• 
Prix au 
Price as et 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
Prix au evril 1982 


















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROlJ'E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOmnov TYflOY' - GRUPP() DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRHSI 
ANAKDINDIH na TON nno . INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
'/'IIJ, 'II/ 
Brussels, 12 August 1982 
COIVIISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 157 LIBRARY ____________ _..;.......,_..;..;..;... 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Comn1ission, gives the latest 
available dat~. relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparenc1_ as regards Communit)' oil markets • 
.,_ 
" 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structur~s, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be nppP.nded to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.1?..78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF costJof crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
80% 
-2 .44%,.!._._ _ _ 
+136.40% 
---'-=~..!..:.:.=..._ __ --
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUAOM:ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSIOl'J OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - GO.MSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EfllTPOllH TON'EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE El.JIOPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Nivr1ux indicatif1 hrbdoaad1irrs des pri• hors taxes a L• conso•••tlon en aonn1ies natio,;tales 
Weekly indic1tive consumer price levels in n1tional currencies. T1ae Ind duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdo .. daire> 
.Prix au 
Prices u at 2.1.1912. 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence norHlr 6asoil chauffage. Fuel Rniduel 
I 
HTS &asci L aoteur I Essence 1uper 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline Auto11ot i ve gasoil · Huting gasoil Rutdual Fuel Oil HSC · 
-
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB>• 15,720 14.840 13.574 12.308 1.220 
Danaark (OK) 2.900 2.830 2 .585 2 .375 1.670 
Oeut1chland (DMl 777 714 I 740 638 421 
Ellas (DR) 28.612 26.625 I 17. 318 17.318 10.905 I 
France (FF) 2.067 ,80 1.906,90 I 1.972,60 1 .898,60 1.250 
I Irel•nd (Irish ID 244,80 241,25 215,20 205,60 146,44 
Italia (L 1 re) 426. 100 384.430 408.820 377 .645 241.872 
Luaellbourg (FL) 15.540 14.720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
Nederland (Fl) 922 875 781 720 499 
United Kintdoa (() 158,40 150,70 175,50 190,40 107,90 
I 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu•s et ainsi reprtsent1tif1, selon les atilleures estiaattons dts experts des £tats Meabrts, 
du aarcht p•trolier dr chaque Etat Meabre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Mellber State, according to the best 
estl•ates of the n1tion1l experts. 
(2) Prix a la poape/Pu•p price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litre,. 
(4) Pria pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes p1r •ois ou infirieures • 24.000 tonnes p1r an. Pria fr1nco consoaa1teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu11er Prices. 
• Pr;x •••;••u•/"a,;•u• pr;ces. 
Niveau• indicatifs hebdoa1daires dos pria hors t1xes • la conso ... ation en doll1rs courant1 













•> "oyenne/Avtr1ge (5) 
bl valiation aoyennt X 
Average var;ation X 
2.8.82 /15.12.78 
c) Vari1tion eoyenne sur 
Lu 5 produits 
Avtr•g~ v,,;ation for 



















Pd ces 1s 1t 2.8.1982. 
Essence nor11alt I 
Regul•r gasoline I. 
1000 L ,,, 
(2) . 
320,03 









+59X · I 

































TABLEAU 2 HBLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 















(1) Prix Lt~ plu~ souv~nt prat1auls et 11ns1 reprfsentatifs, selon Les meilleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats M~mbres, dJ mJr 
pttrolier d~ chaQue Etat'MemUre. 
Prices 11ost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil 11arket in each Me11ber State, according to the best est,m.:,·. ,.: 
the nation•l eaperts. 
(2) Pr1x a la pQ11pe/ Pump price 1 
<3> Pria pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices tor deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pr1a Pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Pria franco consom~ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less thin 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per ye1r. Delivered Cons me p ices 
(5) La 11oyenne re:.~lt• d'une pond~ration des Quantite's ~onsoa11l'es de chiQUt' produ1t concern• •u cours de l'onnft:> {95{. ,. 
The result of weighting th~ prices of the products concerned by the quantitiu ccnsuaed during the period Jt81 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CA, d',pprovis1onneeent en brut de l1 CDt111un1uti. 
CIF Cost of toaeunity crude oil suppl iu, 
Prix IU 




Prh IU a1i 1982 














TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOLOflOY TYnO"i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDEULSE • MITTHLUNG-AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRESSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INFORMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DI PERS 
'/'117. 'ti/ 
Brussels, 19 August 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BllLLETII\J No. 158 
LIBRARY 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuotions in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products <Tab le 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
Weighted average CIF cost of 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
crude 





KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EmPOnH TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

/ 
'"', •· .~ -· -r--- ~--·- .... ~.. --·-· - ~-'- - ·--r --- . '--··--------...- ·-· .,.... ____ _..~---, 
__. . ._._._.----------------------
I 
•ive1ux indic1tif1 h•bdolt1d1ire1 ~•• prix hors t1xe1 • l• conso .. 1tion en •orn1•e, r•tionales 
Weekly indic,tivt con•~•r pri~t levels in 111tion1l currercits. T1xe end duties excluded<~> 
~Prix IU 
<T,bleeu h1bdoe1d1~ re> Price, II It : 9•8•1912. 
·- -
TABLEAU ·1 TABLE · 
Essence SuPtr Eiurice nornle GHoil aoteur Glsoil ch1uff1ge Fuel Residuel HTS 
Pre•iua gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaot-i ve -9IAtl!.. Heating 9110H Re1iduel Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) m (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique <Fa>• H.720 14.840 13.8~4 12.590 8.220 
D1naarlr (DIC) 2.900 2,830 2.585 2.375 1.670 
Deutschland (D"> 768 700 722 646 426 
Elles (DII) 28.612 26,625 17.318 17.318 10,905 
Fr1nce (FF) 2.067,80 1,906,90 1,972,60 1.898,60 1.250 
Ireland <Irish It> 261,93 257,69 244,28 718,7il 171,41 
Italia (Lire>· 426,100 384,430 408.820 377,645 241,506 
Luxellbourg C FL) 15,540 14,720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
Nederland (Fl) 922 875 780 723 498 
United Kl11gdo11 <U 154,60 146,90 175,50 190,40 107,50 
-
<1> Prix le ptus ~oUYe,t pratiau6s et ain9i reprtsent1tif1, selon les aeill1ure1 e1ti111tions des experts des Et1ts l'letlbres, 
du marcht p6trolle• de chaque Etat ~e~bre. 
Prices aost freou~~tly rh1nged end thus represent1tiv1, of the oil •arket in each Mellber St1te, according to the best 
estiaates of the ~atinnal expert,. 
(2> Prix• la po110e/Dutr~ ori:e. 
(3) Prix po,•r livraisor, d• 2,000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tnnnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franca conso ... teurt. 
Prices for offtates of less than 2,oOo tons per aanth or le$S than 24,000 tons per ypar. Deliver.«! C°"suaer Prices. 
* Prix ••xi•aux/MaximlJII prices, 
Niveaux indicatifs hebclC1111adaires des prix hors taxes• la conso•mation ~n doll•~• coura~ts 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
CT1bl11u hebcloaadaire> Prix au 
Prices as at 9.8.1982. 
--·--· Essence suaer Essence norioale Gas?il •oteur Gas~il ch1uff1g, Fuel Resid~al 
Pre•iuni gasoline Regular ga~nline auto•otive gssoil Heat Ing guoil •esidual Fuel 
1000 L 1000 L 1000-L-- 10!!0 L Tnnne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 325,53 307, 11 286,71 260,55 170, 11 
D11111ark 329,S4 321,59 293,75 2f9,1?8 189,77 
Deutsch land 303,43 276,57 '285,26 255,23 1t-8,3i 
Elles 400,35 372,53 242,31 24? ,31 152,~8 
France 294,03 271,15 280,49 269,97 177,74 
Ireland 355,97 350,21 331,99 297 ,22 2!2,95 
ltll ia 301,93 272,40 289,68 2"-",59 171,12 
Luxembourg 321,60 304,63 277, 73 264,48 170,42 
Nederland 330,76 313,90 279,82 259,~ 178,65 
Uni ted Ki ngdo111 261,76 248,73 297,15 322,3 182,01 
C.E.E,/E,E.C. 
•> lloyennet•verage CS) 295,20 277,49 286,08 269, 19 175,27 
b) Var,ation •oyenne X 
Ave•age ,·arht ior· :t +53X +51X +64X 
.• 
+86X +84X 
~ 9.8.82 /15,12.,8 
c> Variation •~ye~re sur 
les 5 produits 




Prix les plus souvent pr1t1quts et a1ns1 reprisentatifs, selon Les aeilleures estimations des evperts des Etats Membres, du aarchi 





Prices most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market ln each Member State, according to the best estiaates of 
the natioral experts, 
Prix a la pom~e/ Pumo price 
Prix pour livraison de 2,000 a 5,000 litres,/ Prices fo• deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix oour livraison inHrieur~ 6 2000 tcMes ptr Mis ou inferieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix fr,.nco corso.rnine,,•s, 
Prices for ooftakes of less t"an 2,000 tons per mont" or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuner Prices. 
La 'lloye~re resul te d' une ponder at ion des quant i Us conso•111ees de chaol,e p•oduit concern6 au cours de l 'an,.~e 1981 




CoOt CAF d'approvislor.r!•ent en brut de la C01111unautt. 
Clf Cost of Conun•ty crude oil suppliH. 
Prix au 
Price H It 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
Prix au aai 1982 
Price as at Nay 1982 
Evolutio~ (I) 




Da.1111;,1 k. (K;\) 
De~t~thland Ctr.} 
Ell as <tlD 
rra11ce (Fr) 
1rda~d <J .l') 
Iul ia CLi rd 
LUH:!'bcur g Cl 1. ~ 
~lcdu- l ~,nd ( rt ) 








· Ellas cr.u 
Frar,c.c rn> 
Irelond CJ.,} 
lt al i ;; I Li rf) 
L uH:-;,bcur g Cl L) 
Ile\!" r 1 a:id CJL) 























'Prix de vente ch:s pr1'duHs ~·Hrol;crs en m,•,,,a;_., nc1,:ior,.iles 
tel~ Pric:€5 of f-~tr~le,Jm Prcducts i·,. Nat 'ior,a, --~"' i"<'nc1cs. 
Prix •or~ns ~rat'Q~is au 15.6.1982 
EssPn,, ,1.,;per Essence· Normal e 
Pre11iui. ~ .. ,;cl ine ' Reogular Gasoline 
~ oco l (,, 100~ L <1) 
t-:crs t .. Ycs rr .,, c!t vt,.te Ta:v:~- • ~crs t~~-~~x ~e l~~,e 
'1Hhout Tli1E'S ~f' 1 l fi'ti Pr·; c<: V-it hc-1.t Tatt:!'- 'id l ir o r, ; cc 
16.1,0 !~.s-co 15.~>3') H.3t0 3C.9~'.:. 
2 • .. 2~ ,,, 1 !'. .l.(.C 3 .,·,r., ~l 2.1~c;,fl. ~.?I!~ 
/GO,!': -: .:,.7..-iC, 6~9, ·.1c l41,S0 1.;C1,?0 
28.61i' ,< c: 43.t-t:0 1!. Cli.,4; ~6.6,S,57 39. 700 
2 .C• 3 I; .3~0 2 .1e?, 10 1.E~·t,90 I; .o .. o 
21,i.,w: 5~1,::',0 ;l.~,f5 ~41,?5 ~07,10 
:st .l;l.l) 98S.Cl'.10 !'fr.. s,·i:, :!~' .07Q 9;s.noo 
14 .'.'.'-C ,~. {:!:; 1 r, _ ·,·:·:C ~t .no ~4 .9eJ 
SL?,,t 1. i8f f~6.~c: tc:?,48 1.740 
1(6,.fr_; !72,Ea iC·~I~ c~~ ~(,2,20 36~,20 
-G~s0il c~~~1fa9e rul'l lourd 111S 
lie.at·: ng r;;. .1.11 l lft"hY f ud HH 
~ or.-~ '- .... 'II! ,..,, Tc r,ne <?-) 
I',- r !i t a > ,; s I rr;. d• , r:r;11.: TaH·i: Hers taus . Pr i Ii c,- vc·nt f 
w~ 1 l;c ut T11 H' ~-. Selling rrirc Withcul TU(! Sc· i. l i r a Pr i c: 
1, .S,1 14.650 
- 8.092 8.09? 2.:.:·.2, ~'?. !.200 41C 1.~83 1.993 
l·t.t ,:!~ 74~,oe 15 4??,S7 41.8,~7 
H,'.!1E,!? 1~.7('1J 4U~ rn.9os 11.310 
1.E~~,t.•.; 2.!5!,7t 47 1.14? 1.189 
;~~j,'(.~ ?2C,9u 'ifC 144,10 153,90 
3t,8,~!S 4!E.6t~ 1.0cc 2?1.942 232.94~ 
12.no 1?.4i·O 100 l!.235 8.335 
74?, 10 9U,ti 1.U~ !H.40 528,51 
. 180,,0 187,90 7,Y!, 103., 77 n1,70 .. 
<H rrix a I a potr,p~iFu•,p prne 
C2) Livraisons de ?000 a 5000 l./Deliveries of 2,000 to 5.,000 L. 
(l) Livraisons de eoins 2000 tonnrs par aois et de aoin~ de 24.000 ~onnes par an 
Offtakes 01 ·Less than 2.,000 tons per aonth or less than 2-4.,000 t-ons .per .year. 
I TABlEAU 4 I 
· Ga soil Mote"r · 
~uto~ctive Gasoil 
moo L en 
Taxf's ltc;rs taxes Prix de """t• 
W i t"cc<Jt ta)'. P. >:: St ll i no Pri u 
8.736 13.Ht, . 22.4:!0 
i.001,97 2.~~8,(,3 !.560 
592,4'i 715,61 1.30l!,1C 
- n.?12,33 -
1.362,fC 1.S!7 ,"O 3.30C 
' 
' 
194 ,SG -;~5,;.-0 409,ir 
~:2.QL( !f,7 .960 481.0tC 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHDINDIH nA TON nno . INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 159 
Bruxelles, 26th August, 1982. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the Latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique .to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : Evolution (in%) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with ·previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJEUESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EfllTPOflH TON EYPOflAii<ON KONOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 
"iv..aux incUcatifs hebdoHdaires des prix hors taxes A la consoaaation en aonnaies nation~ 
Weekly indicative cons""4tr price levels in national currencies. Te1e and duties excluded,,, 
CTebluu hebdoaadetrt) 
.Prix au 
Prices as et 
16.8.1912. 
TABLEAU. 
TABLE · 1 
~ Essence super Essence norHle Gasoil aoteur Gasoil chauffege Fuel Residuel NTI 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
BelgiQUlt <Fa>• 15,720 14.840 14.262 13.000 a.220 
' Danaark (DIC) 2.940 2.875 2.625 2.420 - 1.670 
Deutschland (DII) 763 695 718 664 430 
Ellas (DR> 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.311 10.905 
France (ff) 2.143,70 1.982,80 2.023,20 1.949,20 1.250 
Ireland <Irish ll) 261,93 257 ,69 ~244,70 218,70 171,41 
.Italia <Lire>· 426.100 384.430 404.480 377.645 241 .506 
. Luxembourg (FL) 15.540 14.720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
875 
., 
806 747 491 Nederland (Fl) 922 
United Kingdoa (I) 17S,60 168,00 175,50 190,40 107,10 
<1> Prix le plus souvent pratiquh et ainsi representatifs , selon les •eHleures esti•etions des experts des Etats llnbrta, 
du marche petrolier de cheque Etet lle~bre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each lleaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix i la po11pe/Puap price. 
<3> Prix pour livralson de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries· of 2,000 to 5,000 litru • 
. (4) Prix pour l ivraisons info!rieures • 2000 tonnes par •oh ou inUrieures i 24.000 tonnes par an.' Prix franco con-teura. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix •uiaaux/llaxi•ua _ _prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoonadaires des prix hors taxes A la cons-tion en dollars courants 
Wukly indicative consumer price levels in current dollers. Tax and duties e.cluded <i> 
<Tableau hebdoaadaire) Prix au 












a> Moyenne/Average (5) 
b) Variat.ion onoyenne I 
~6~8~i~ variation I /15.12.78 
c) Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
16.8.82 /15.12.78 
Essence super Essence nor.ale 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
m (2) 





357 ,82 352,03 
302,78 273, 17 
322,74 305,71 




Ga soil "oteur Guoi l chauffage fuel Residual NTS 
auta11otive gasoil Heating gasoi l Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (3) (4) 
7.96,19 269,98 170,71 
299,52 276,12 190,55 
284,97 263,54 170,66 
243,23 243,23 153, 16 
288,41 277,86 178, 18 
334,28 298,77 234,16 
287 ,42 268,35 171,61 
278,71 265,42 171,02 
290,50 269,23 179,49 
298,36 323,69 182,08 
288,42 275,58 176,04 
+661 +90ll +851 
,__•_1_1_x_-l · 
(1) Prix Les plus souvent prat,qu!s et a,ns, representat,fs, selon Les meilleures est1mat1ons des experts des Euts llembres, du aarchi 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil Hrket in each lle11ber State, according to the best estiHtH of 
the national experts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price ' 
Pri, pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
?rir: P"."ur livraison infE'rieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf!rieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consom111ateurs. 
Pr' . .,, for ocftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu,.,er Pfices 
la '.':'::>yC"nnc result~ d'une ponderation des Quantites consomme'es de, chaQue pror;fuit concerne au cours de L 'arf'lec 198 • • 
The result of w~i9!1t ing the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consuoed during the period 191!1 







CoGt CAf d'1pprov1s;onneaent en brut de la Coaaunautt. 
Clf Ccst of Coaaunity crude oil suppliH. 
Prix au 
Price H at 
Prix IU 
15.12.71 13,17 107,76 
Hi 1912 
Evolution <I> 
16.8.82 /15. 12.71 
32,79 +/-242,48 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMA/lA EKnPOrnnov TYllOV - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE ·PRESS-RELEASE• INfORMATIDN A LA PRESSE 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON nno • INfORMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
<-/'117., 'fl/ 
Brussels, 2nd September, 19Et .• 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.160 
The weekly oil bulletin, published py the Commission, gives the Latest 
available date relating to price development in ~he Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to ;~proved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
l Weekly summary I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
·----------
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
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KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE F.tELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUllAUTES EUROPEENNES - EfllTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
I 
CTalllteu lltllcloudtlrt> 
111,nct IUllt; l11ence -•• 
Prtolua IHOltnt te,ular gatollnt 
1000 I. 1000 I. 
(2) (2) 
lelglQllt <FB>• 15,720 14,140 
Da,,.ark (DIC) 2.940 Z,175 
Oeutschland (DII) 16l 694 
£Has hR) Zl.612 26,6l5 
franc, (Ff) i, 143,70 1.912,IO 
Ireland Clrlsll It> 261,9] 2S7,6f 
Ital la c1.;re> 426.100 314.430 
Lua111bourg (fl) 1S,540 14,720 
Nederland (fl) 907 IS6 
United llngdOII (It) 175,60 169,90 
.,, .. "' -... ,,.,...... . ... ·-· 
la101l -- latoll cllauffatt Aut-tlvt .... u Ntatlng psoi\ 














TAILIAU ·, I 
TAIi.i • 
Fuel lesiduel MTS 













CU Prh le plus 1ouv1nt pratlquh et atn,t rtpr,11nutth , Hlon lfl .. utturtt tttloatl0111 dtl ••PtrU dts &Utt lleabrts, 
du •arch• pttroller de chaQut Etat lltallre, · · 
Pdcu •ost freoutn!ly cha"')td and thus repre11ntative, of tht oil oarket 111 Hcll ,...., ltatt, tccordl"I to tha bttt 
est ;•,1tt1 of tht n•t ion•t e•pert:s. · · 
(2) l'rla 6 la pompe/PulllP pr; ct, 
(3) Prh pour llvrahon de 2 .000 6 5,000 lttrt1/l'rlct1 for dtl lvtrlu of 2,COO to S,000 l itru, 
(4) l'rh pour livrahons ;nf+rieurn • 2000 tonnes p•r oolt OU inUrle11rH A 24,000 tOMes par an, Prh franco con,-teurs. 
l'ricu for offukts of less than 2,000 tons per oontll or ltu than 24,000 tons per yHt, hlivtrtd COIIIUlltt Prices, 
• Prh 011loaua/ll11ioua prices~ 
NivHu• indtcatlfs· hebdooldtirt1 du prh hors tutt •· le _,ton III dollars ct11rant1 
llttklt tncllut Ive con1uatr prfct ltvtl1 in currint doll era, TH encl dutltl ucludtd h> 
Prt. 1111 I 1 ... Prfcts II It I U, • ,._, 
111,nct """' lsunce nor .. l1 lasoH oot- lasoil cheuff• Putt •uldual NTS 
Prtol\111 gtMlffll ••1111lar gasol Int IUt-tivt ••fl Ntating ga,otl luldual fuel 01\ MSC 











C ,I ,I, II.£ .c, 
1> lloyenne/A•era~ m 
,, Vari at Ion ooy,nne I 
Av1ra91 var la? Ion ll 
21.a.az 11,.12 .11 
•> variation •oy1Mt sur 
lH S prodults 
Aver191 varlat Ion for 















~ ., .. 
(2) (l) (4) 
]01,97 275,ZS 174,04 
305,94 282,0S 194,64 




294, 11 Zll,42 111.~ 
342,41 306,09 139,90 
291,67 279,IS 174,31 
214,14 270,S9 174,36 
291,50 277,05 114,21 
305,32 329,16 114,59 
m,1, 112,M 179,76 
•70I ..,. .... 
~·-•_11_ ..... ,. 
ch Prh .u plus SOu•tnt pr1t1aut1 et alnsl repr•nntatlt1, 1elon c .... llleurH Htioatlons a .. uperu a.. ltau M,iii, .. , ilu oarcht 
p•troUtr dt chaoue lut 11, .. bre. 
Prlcu aost frtau,ntly charged and thvl rtPrtHntatlve of tht oil 11art1t In 11cll llttlbtr Stat,, eccordlftl to t" lltst ntlaotft ef 
the n•t ional uoeru. 
<Z> l'rh 6 la poage/ Pu,oo pdct 
CJ> l'rh pour llv_raison dt 2.000 A S.000 lltrH,/ PrlcH for dellveriu of 2,000 to S,000 litrH, 
(4) ,rh pour llvroison lnur;eure • 2000 tonntt par ooh ou lnUrlture • z,.ooo tonMS par en. Pris franco con,-teura. 
Pricts for ooftakts of lus than 2,000 ton1 per -th or le11 than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Con1uaer PrlcH. 
CS) I.a aoye""' r•sulte d'Ul't Pond•ratlon cits cau•ntltet cons-•u dt ch•caue prodult concern• eu covra de l'on,,.e 1911 
T~• result of wighti"I the prlcH of the producu concerned by the -ntltiH c-uaed during th• Pttlod 1911 
• Prb ... ,...,.,,,.,.;_ 11rlCH, 
T,.81.!AU 3 
TABLI 
Cout CA' d'approvlli-nt en brvt de l1 C-'._ 
cxr Cost of c-itr crvdt oil 91111Plitt, 
,,1. av 
l'rlet H It 
Prh au 
Price ti tt 
,,.,z.n 
Evolution Cl> 
u.1.12 11s.1z.n 
!!! 
13,17 
u,n 
!!! 
107,76 
